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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Study Group on the Epidemiology of Cancer of the Lung, m~ting in Geneva.in 

November 1959, reviewed the information regarding etiological factors concerned in 

the occurrence of the disease and suggested lines of research which might be pursued 

or aided by the World Health Organization (WHO, 1960). It was agreed that there 

was no reason to modify the conclusions reached by many experts that the sum total 

of the evidence then available "was most reasonably interpreted as indicating that 

cigarette smoking is a major causative factor in the increasing incidence of human 

carcinoma of the lung", and also that "air pollution could be a factor of some 

importance", although "in many countries its role appeared to be smaller than that 

of cigarette smoking". Evidence concerning certain occupational hazards was 

regarded as suggestive and meriting study of the precise conditions which appear to 

affect the incidence of cancer amongst those exposed to them. 

In its report the Study Group r.1ade a number of recommendations for research 

and these included a 11 Simultaneous study of multiple factors 11 (4.3) in populations 

of many cities in different parts of the world. In the planning of this it had to 

be remembered that 11 current cases of lung cancer are probably due to agents to which 

the affected persons were exposed as much as 20-40 years previously11
, and consequently 

information should be obtained as to duration of exposure to the various factors to 

be investigated. The data to be collected were to include (a) air pollution_, (b) 

histories of tobacco smoking, occupations and residence, (c) death-rates from lung 

cancer and (d) histological data of cases of lung cancer if possible. It was 

1 
Former Chief Medical Statistician in the Office of the General Registrar (1933-1950) 

and reader in Medical Statistics in the University of London, London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (1921-1933) 
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advised that in choosing the cities for study, widely contrasting environments should 

be represented. an agency with C!V_alified personnel to co-operate :fuould exist, 

reliable mortality statistics by age and sex must be available, more tha~ one city in 

each country or cultural area should be included, and-the past history of population 

movement should be taken into account. Concerning the measurements of air pollution, 

agreement would have to be reached upon the substances to be identified and methods of 

determining the amounts of them present in the air, and standard techniques laid dovm. 

It was reconmended that a pilot project should be conducted to test the practicability 

of a large-scale study, and the present report gives an account of such a study 

carried out in Dublin (Eire) and Belfast (Northern Ireland). 

The _::mrposes of the pilot study were two-fold, to test and standardize the methods 

to be used, making such modifications of the original plan as were found desirable, 

and to publish the data obtained in considerable detail vd th a view to assembling 

comparable data in each city as the whole project continues. It can be said that 

reports from the health authoritie.s responsible for the lJopulation surveys and from 

the laboratories responsible for the air pollution measc;:rec1ent and analysis indicate 

that the methods devised, some of which were entirely new, have worked well and can be 

repeated without any important change. Arrangements have been made therefcn~e to 

repeat the procedure in Oslo and Helsinki and discussion is proceeding as to a further 

extension to a nu1nber of cities in the United States of America. It is to be hoped 

that it will prove possible without undue delay to bring other cities from Europe, 

Africa, Australia and Japan into the project. 

No attel"lpt is Qade in this report to examine the data in detail, or to al~rive at 

anything mere than tentative pi"emature interpretations. The methodology is described 

and a broad comparison only of re.:;ults from the tvm cities is made in the body of tJ:Je 

report, whilst tabulations in the appendices provicie the detail necessary for future 

work when more cities have been surveyed. 

2. INITIATION OF PII.OT STUDY 

With the approval of the Chairman of the Study Group lt was decided to approach 

the health authorities at Dublin and Belfast with a view to carrying out the pilot 

project in those cities. In plannin6 this, it became clear that for several reasons 

the conventional method of comparing smoking and environmental histories of persons 
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with lung cancer with a control group would not be appropriate for the purposes of . 

this study. In the first place the number of cases of the disease arising in a city 

of half a million population was such that an investigation throughout several years 

would be necessary in order to obtain information from a sufficient number to establish 

statistically significant differences by sex and age-groups from a control group. 

Furthermore, since the average duration of residence in the city exceeded four-fifths 

of the past lifetime for the population at every age, comparison between lung cancer 

cases and controls within the same city could only reveal significant differences of 

exposure to air pollution if the control group at each age included a large enough 

number of persons who had spent most of their lifetime in country districts and the 

expected numbers of such persons in the lung cancer 0roups were also adequate. The 

latter condition could not be fulfilled unless the study continued for many years, 

and since that was impracticable, the only firm conclusions likely to result from a 

comparison between lung cancer cases and controls would be confined to tobacco 

smoking, repeating what has already been done in many studies. 

The principal aim of the simultaneous study of multiple factors is to estimate 

the relative contributions made by cigarette smoking and exposure to air pollution by 

specific substan.ces towards the death-rate from cancer of' the lung, and this can be 

done without investigating the histories of the cance:;." cases, by obtaining regression 

equations relating the age-specific death-rates for each sex to the average number of 

cigarettes smoked and the avera0e lifetime exposure to total and specific air 

pollution, as estimated from present measurements, experienced by the population of 

that sex and age in a sufficient number of cities. Having obtained the regression 

coefficients.it will be possible to estimate the relative importance of cigarette 

smoking and air pollution in any particular city. In order to obtain such eo-

efficients, it is desirable to haYe 25 or more cities, and with this in mind the 

Study Group's recommendation specified that the investigation should be made in "many 

cities in different parts of the world". 

It may be possible, however, as will be explained later, to obtain results at 

an earlier stage which provide evidence strong enough to justify initiation of 

preventive action. 
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\!ith regard to the death-rates, it is proposed to continue to obtain the data 

year by year so as to relate future trends of the rates at different ages and by 

"cohorts" with the histories of exposure to smoking and air pollution up to the 

present, and in this sense the study will _be prospective. 

In the summer of 1961 Dublin and Belfast were visited and arrangements made for 

initiating the surveys. L~ Dublin Dr J. B. O'Regan, Chief Medical Officer of the 

Health Authority, and his deputy Dr M. Crowe, agreed to organize in conjunction with 

the statistical office the selecting of a representative sample of persons from the 

electoral register so as to produce about 2000 of ages 35-74, and the interviewing of 

those selected at their homes by health visitors. They also helped to choose 

provisionally five suitable sites for installation of air pollution instruments and 

undertook to arrange for the regular changing of filters throughout one year and for 

their dispatch to the laboratory in London. Details of deaths of residents from 

cancer of the lung and larynx, and from bronchitis and pneumonia, by sex and age during 

the six years from 1955 to 1960 were to be extracted together with the populations 

appropriate for computation of age-specific death-rates. 

In Belfast, similar arrangements were made with Professor J. Pemberton, 

Department of Social and Preventive Medicine, Queen's University, working in 

conjunction with the Medical Officer of Health and the Statistical Office, and, as 

in Dublin, provisional choice was made of five sites for the air-filters. 

Agreements were reached by I<JHO with the Warren Spring Laboratory (Department of 

Scientific and Industrial Research) at Stevenage, near London, for provision and 

installation of the necessary instruments for collecting samples of suspended matter 

(smoke) from the air, and for analysis of the samples for certain trace elements, and 

with the Medical Research Council's Air Pollution Unit at St Bartholomew's Hospital, 

London, for the supervising of the filter arrangements, receipt of the samples, 

measurement of total smoke and analysis for polycYclic hydrocarbons. 

The popUlation surveys were carried out during 1961 and the filters began to 

operate on 1 ~ay of that year and continued~without intermission for 12 mont~s, so 

as to provide annual averages not influenced by seasonal variation. Details of the 

population sampling of the questionnai~ used in the surveys, and of the methods of 

air sampling and analysis, are given in the sections which follow. The questionnaires 
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were sent to the Cancer unit of WHO; and the information was coded, transferred to 

punch cards and tabulated by the Health Statistics Division during the winter of 

1961-62.a 

1. r/rETHODOLOGY OF THE POPULATION SURVEY 

3.1 Selection of sample for interview 

In Belfast the population at the last census (1951) was 443 671, comprising 

209 613 males and 234 058 females. The electoral register used had been published 

in 1960, the qualifying date being 15 September, and it contained 274 450 names, 

corresponding approximately with the estimated population aged 22 and over. A sample 

of 3550 (about 1 in 77) was drawn at random, and of these 160 were found to be resident 

outside the city at time of interview, 58 had died and 138 were entitled to vote by 

virtue of "business premises" and appeared elsewhere in the register. Of the 3194 

remaining, 195 could not be interviet~ed through mental or physical illness (27), failure 

to find or contact (96) or refusal to be questioned (51), and 3009 were interviewed. 

Persons aged under 25 or 75 and over, totalling 321, have not been included in the 

final analysis of histories of smoking, residence and occupation, and the sex-age 

distribution of the 2688 aged 25-74 can be seen in Table 1. 

In Dublin the population at the last uensus (1956) was 539 476, comprising 

250 817 males and 288 659 females. The sampling procedure from the electoral register 

was similar to that used in Belfast, but it was decided to interview only those aged 

35-74, the number successfully interviewed being 2000 (compared with 2114 of the same 

ages in Belfast). In the final analy~is of histories one was omitt8d owing to the 

sex not being recorded, and the sex-age distribution of the 1999 persons is compared 

in Table 1 with that expected from the last census of five years earlier. The agree-

ment is good for males but the sample of females showed an excess at ages 45-54. This 

is no~ important since each of the four age-groups in Dublin, and each of the five in 

Belfast, has been treated independ~1tly to obtain age-specific indices of smoking, 

residence and occupation. 

3.2 Interviewing Procedure 

In Dublin the home visitation of the individuals randomly selected from the 

register by the sampling process was carried out by trained personnel on the staff of 
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the Health Authority, and in Belfast by suitable persons specially recruited and 

trained for interviewing. If contact could not be made on the first visit, every 

effort v1as made to arrange a convenient time for a further visit, and substitutes 

were not allowed in the event of failure to make contact, ••hich in Belfast occurred 

for about 3 per cent. of cases, nor in the event of refusal to be interviewed, which 

occurred for aboutlV2 per cent. The questionnaire to be completed at the interview 

was designed with the collaboration of the Chairman of the Study Group, and is shown 

in Appendix A. Instruction was given to interviewers as to the practice Hay in which 

the questions were to be asked, and since this is particularly important when asking 

about smoking habits, the instructions are set out in Appendix B. If this procedure 

is followed exactly in every case, errors due to misunderstanding or confusion are 

reduced and the completion of the questionnaire by the interviewer becomes automatic 

and more rapid. 

For pipe smoking the quantity of tobacco was stated in ounces per week, but in 

countries where weight is measured in grams the questionnaire will be modified to 

g/week, Vli th substitution in note + of "25 g" for "1 oz." and in note ++ of "7 g/week 

1 cigarette/day" for 11 1 oz./week= 4 cigarettes/day", question 2 of the instructions 

being modified likewise by changing ;: 1 ounce" to "25 grams" • 

3.3 Statistical assessment of information in questionnaires 

Coding of the schedules for subsequent transfer of the information to punch cards 

was carried out by the World Health Organization, and the coding plan was designed 

with a view to obtaining for males and females of ages 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and 

65-74, the follow~ng indices: 

Smoking_: Proportion of population smoking cigarettes (a) now, (b) ever. 

Proportion smoking 20 or more per day among (a) those who have smoked 

cigarettes at any time, (b) all persons of the sex-age group. 

Average number of cigarettes. smoked per day by (a) those v1ho have 

smoked cigarettes at any time, (b) by all persons of the sex-age group. 

Average total cigarettes ever smoked since smoking began by (a) those 

who have smoked cigarettes at any time, (b) all persons of the sex-age 

group. 
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Proportion of the sex-age group smoking a pipe but not cigarettes 

(a) now, (b) ever. 

Proportion of the sex-age group smoking a pipe as well as cigarettes 

(included also in the first item), (a) now, (b) ever. 

Residence: Proportion of aggregate past lifetime resident (a) in the city itself 

or in other cities with over lOO 000 population, (b) in towns with 

5000 to lOO 000 population, (c) in country places with less than··· 

5000 population. 

Occupations: Proportions of aggregate past working life spent in occupations broadly 

classified according to the kind of working environment characterizing 

the occupation. 

Details of the codes to be entered on the questionnaires and used for the punch 

cards are shown in Appendix C, together with some notes on coding procedure for 

guidance of those carrying out the work. The International Standard Classification 

of Occupations, and the composition of the environmental groups in terms of that 

classification are then shown. 

The punch cards were sorted by machines into sex-age groups and the necessary 

analyses were made by amount and duration of smoking, duration of residence in each 

kind of locality and of occupation according to the environmental grouping, and the 

information from the machine sheets was transferred to tables of the form shown in 

Appendix D. The mode of calculation of the indices is explained on those tables, 

for example the average total cigarettes ever smoked is arr-ived at by dividing the 

aggregate of column (g) of ~able Dl for lines 0-9 by the total persons in column (b). 

Similar analyses of the persons who had at any time smoked a pipe but had never smoked 

cigarettes were made, and of those who had smoked both pipe and cigarettes, the latter 

group being also counted as cigarette smokers and included in the tables as such. 

A condensed analysis of the cigarette smokers at the four age-groups between 35 and 75 

is shm~ in Appendix E, and resulting indices (including ages 25-34 in Belfast) are 

given for both cigarette and pipe smoking in Table 2 • The proportions of total 

past lifetime resident in large cities, smaller towns and country areas are set out 

in Table 4; and in that table the total years spent in other large cities being 
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negligible, the first group can be interpreted as meaning-residence in the city 

where the survey was made. The proportions of total past lifetime since age 15 

spent in the different groups of occupations are shovm in Table 3. 

4. l\ffiTHODOLOGY OF AIR POLLUTION MEASUREMENT 

4.1 Description of instruments 

The equipment was made by the Harren Spring Laboratory of the Department of 

Scientific and Industrial Research ~t Stevenage, in Hertfordshire, England, and was 

installed by them. It consisted of: 

(l) a white painted metal box to contain the instruments; 

(2) the air inlet system consisting of a glass inverted funnel (1¥2 inches 
diameter), tubing, Y pieces; 

(3) 2 filter holders (4 inches diameter); 

(4) 2 Dymax Mk. II ~ir suction pumps, drawing approxim2tely 120 cubic feet 
of 2ir per day: 

(5) 2 dry gas meters to measure volume of air passing through. 

The inlet funnel was fixed in an inverted position outside a window at 10 to 

20 feet above ground level, with inlet tube passing into the room where the box was 

installed. The air was led into the box and there divided between two sampling 

lines, each sample being dra~m by its own. pump through its own rr. eter. The filter 

holders vJere located on top of the meters to keep them as far distant as possible 

from the heat of the motors. One filter holder was for the glass fibre filters 

used for polycyclic hydrocarbon analyses, and the other was for vJhatman filter papers 

used for determination of trace elements. The two parallel sampling trains leading 

from the common inlet were designed to run at similar rates about 4 cubic metres of air 

per day, but the glass fibre filters were changed monthly and the Uhatman filters every 

3 months. These were sent by post to the f·ledical Research Council's Air Pollution 

Unit at St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, and the vlhatman filters were forwarded from 

there to the Varren Spring Laboratory. 

The instruments operated continuously day and night for one year commencing at 

the end of April 1961. Occasional difficulties arose, such as a pump failure, and 

slight leakage from insufficient tightening of the holder after changing the filter, 

but none v1as so serious as to invalidate the series of samples from any one site. 
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Alongside one instrument in Dublin an additional daily smoke sampler was installed so 

that results obtained by the more usual method of smoke measurement by reflectance 

could be compared with those obtained by weighing the deposit on the glass fibre 

filters. These daily filters were sent to the Air Pollution Unit at the end of 

each month for study by a .reflectometer1 and similar daily measurements .were.rnade at 

two of the sites in Belfast for purposes of comparison with the results obtained by 

weight. 

4.2 Number and location of instruments 

1Jhen smoke measurements are made for a single day at different points in a large 

city the variation may be very considerable 1 depending upon the season of year, wind 

direction at the time, number of chimneys in the vicinity and other factors. Uhen 

smoke is collected on filter papers by continuous passage of air throughout a year, 

changing the filters at inter~als and finally aggregating the deposits, as was done in 

this study, variations due to such factors as weather and season are mostly eliminated~ 

and it had been found that resultant measurements at single points in a city may have 

a coefficient of variation about 20 per cent. attributable to the site chosen for the 

filter (Clifton et al., 1959). In order to reduce this variability, the number of 

instruments used in each city was 5~ based upon the formula n = P/20 000 1 where P is 

the population and n the number of sites at which measurements \'lere made (Stocks, 1960). 

The sites Here chosen near to the population centres of five sections of the city, each 

having a population of approximately one-fifth of the whole~ so that the average of the 

five pollution densities would give as good a measure as possible of the average amoUnt 

of air pollution to which a resident was exposed during a year, assuming that day-time 

movements within the city were not important in their effect on the averace. In 

choosing the sites, care was taken to avoid close proximity to a chimney on the one 

hand and open spaces such as parks on the other. In these circumstances it was 

considered that the error from using the average pollution at the five filter sites 

as an estimate of the true average which the population was inspiring would be small. 

The instruments were installed in April 1961 in buildings where they would be 

free from interference but under supervision and where electric pmver '"~"as available 

day and night to operate the pumps. Details of the sites of the installations are 

given in Appendix G. At one of the Dublin sites demolition of buildings some 150 yards 

distant began during the last few months of the year, affecting the ash and trace-
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element content of the air to such an extent that for those items the city mean had 

to be based on the other four sites (see Table 7). 

4.3 Analysis of the Smoke Samples and Statistical Presentation of Results 

(a) Total suspended matter (smoke) and hydrocarbons 

These were analysed in the laboratory of the r1edical Research Council's Air 

Pollution Research Unit at St Bartholomew's Hospital, London, E.C.l, and the following 

account of the procedure has been prepared, for the most part, by the Director, 

Dr P. J. Lawther. 

The samples had been collected on glass fibre filters and the amounts of smoke 

were determined by direct weighing. Concentrations calculated from these weights of 

smoke are not comparable with those obtained in the earlier studies in Northern 

England and North \·Jales (Stocks, 1961) since in those the weights were estimated from 

reflectance measurements. In Belfast the figures ''Jr.g of hydrocarbon per g of smoke11 

tend to be higher than in other studies on. this account (since the actual weights were 

smaller than those estimated by reflectance at the sites B2 and B5 where comparisons 

were made). 

To obtain enough material for analysis the filters were accumulated for six 

months at a time, but care was taken to minimize any loss of hydrocarbons during 

storage. In the first six months (summer) each filter was extracted as soon as it 

was received and the extracts were stored in a dark cupboard. In the second six 

months (winter) each filter was sealed in a glass tube on arrival =~~1d the extracts were 

prepared at the end of the period. Each method had proved satisfactoFy in test 

experiments but the latter vras more convenient. In one case (D
5

) the amount of 

material was barely sufficient for analysis and there would have been some advantage 

in accumulating t~lC filters for the full twelve months. 

The polyclyclic hydrocarbons chosen for determination were 1:2 benzpyrene, 

coronene, 1:12 benzperylene and 3:4 benzpyrene, and the analyses were carried out 

* by the technique described on pages 142-143 of the paper by Stocks, Con~ins & 

Aubrey (1961). The results are summarized in Table 6, and are shown in full detail 

Reproduced in Appendix H by permission of the Pergamon Press 
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of site, season, month and alternative methods of smoke estimation in Appendix F. 

Two measures are [;iven, namely the concentratio:J.s in rr,icroc:rc..m:J per lOL· cubic metres 
':< 

of air Cw':/lOOm--') and the amounts per r;ram of smoke (,uc;/g). For total smoke the. 

concentrations are expressed in .micror~rams r;er cubin metre of air (p.g/m3). 

I1ean values hav0 becm calculated for the t•v.:olve-month period, but there are 

alternative methods of doinf~ this. Smoke concentrations were available for each 

month_; and the surmner and r.r::Lnter values were calculated by takin::; the means of the 

six-monthly concentrations and tha annual values by taking the means of the two 

seasons. An alternative is to calculate the seasonal and annual values from the 

total weight of smoke and total volume of air during each period; and in some other 

studies where samples hav.e been taken over long periods this was done, but unless the 

sampling rate remains constant it can lead to a biassed result. For completeness, 

mean smoke concentrations c.s.lculated on this "aggregate" basis have also been civen. 

In one case (B
3

) a higher sampling rate was used during the first fe1v summer months 

and a failure occurred durinc one of the winter months, resulting in an appreciable 

clifference between the "monthly11 and 11 agE;regate 11 means, and the former must be 

regarded.as the better value; but in most other cases the two fieures are virtually 

the same. 

Similar considerations apply to the hydrocarbon results ( Tabies F2-5), 1-vhere 

the mean of the summer and winter concentrations is a better annual index than that 

obtained by dividing the total weight of hydrocarbon by total volume of air. In 

other studies it has seldom been possible to obtain separate summer and -,Jinter 

concentrations, however,. though this Has done in Northern Englan:i and North Wales 

(Stocks, Commins & Aubrey, 1961). In the extension of this work to Oslo and Helsinki 

pollution may be low, and it may therefore be necessary to accumulate a whole twelve 

months' filter for analysis, in which event results will necessarily be calculated on 

the "aggregate" basis, so to conform with this the annual values for the hydrocarbons 
therefore 

in Belfast and Dublin have/been calculated on this basis too. The means of the 

sunrrner and winter concentrations in air were virtually the sa:rre as the values derived 

from the aggregate figures except at site BJ, Hhere the aggregate value was biassed 

and the averace of the seasonal means has been substituted. The amounts of 

hydrocarbon -per gram of smoke have been calculated on an aggregate basis, despite the 

fact that considerably more smoke ':vas collected at most_ sites during winter :th?-P. S1..Ull!'ler, 

so as to conform in principle v-rith figures obtained in other studies, and they must be 

interpreted as the composition of the sample of smoke accumulated over a year. 
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Several other quantities have been calculated~ including the ratio of coronene 

to 3:4 benzpyrene and the ratio of winter to summer pollution~ each of which provides 

some information on the types of pollution (Table F5). Coefficients of variation 

of results at the sites within each city~ given in the same table~ show the concen

tration of each pollutant to be more uniforr.J in Belfast than in Dublin~ bearing out 

an impression that the Belfast sites had been chcsen in areas having rather similar 

characteristics~ whereas the sites in Dublin represented a wider range of environments. 

Results, assessed by reflectance~ from daily srr.Jke filters sited at or near the 

special samplers at B2~ B5 and Dl, are shown in Table F8 for comparison with the 

monthly smoke concentrations assessed by weight in F6 and F7. In Belfast the 

reflectance figures were higher and at the Dublin site slightly lower than those 

obtained by weighing~ as shovm in F9. 

A comparison between ash and benzpyrene contents of smol~e at each site has been 

made by combining results with those from \Jarren Spring Laboratory~ assuming that 

concentrations determined from glass fibre filters hold good also for the yJhatman 

filters (Table FlO). 

{b) Trace elements 

These were analysed in the ilarren Spring Laborato~J at Stevenage~ Hertfordshire~ 

England~ by spectrographic methods~ The ~~atman filter papers~ changed every three 

months~ were accumulated for each of the ten sites~ and a whole year's samp1e was 

obtained in order to produce sufficient material for analysis. The amount of ash 

and of the elements arsenic (As)~ beryllium (Be)~ chromium (Cr)~ molybdenum (Mo)~ 

nickel (Ni)~ vanadium (V) and zinc (Zn) were measured and divided by the total volume 

of air passing through the filter in the year, giving the concentrations of the· 

elements in micrograms per 1000 cubic metres of air ~/1000 m3), and of ash in 

pg/100 m(~ as shown in Table 7. 

The analytical technique; employed is described as follows by Mr K. ~!. Payne~ who 

is in charge of the spectrographic work at l:.farren Spring Laboratory. 

''The method used is similar in principle to that described in the International 

Journal of Air and Later Pollution~ 1961, 4, Nos. 3/4, p. 143, but differs from it in 

several important details. The following notes outline the present procedure. 
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Blank filter papers 

sampled from the same boxes were similarly ashed, and in calculating the weight of 

smoke ash the relevant weight of blank filter paper ash was deducted. 

A portion of about 10 mg of each ash was mixed with exactly three times its 

weight of a spectroscopic buffer which consisted of a mixture of equal parts of 

barium carbonate and graphite treated with small quantities of cobalt and bismuth to 

act as spectroscopic internal standards. The total weight of ash from some of the 

sites was. l~ss than 10 mg; in these cases the ash was diluted with a synthetic 

mixture of pure reagents resembling the main components of smoke-ash. 

The buffered samples were loaded into deep, thin-walled cavities in high purity 

graphite electrodes. The total weight of charge was approxi:nately 13 mg., hence 10 mg 

of smoke ash plus 30 mg buffer provided sufficient material for a triplicate deter-

mination. The spectra of the samples were excited by means of a d.c. arc, and were 

recorded simultaneously on three spectrographs. The first 20 secon~of arcing, at 

4 amps, r·~ere recorded on all the instruments; the instrument used for recording zinc 

(or other volatile elements if required) was then shuttered, and the current raised 

to 12 amps. The remaining two instruments recorded the whole of the burn, which 

lasted approximately 80 seconds, These latter two instruments, which were of high 

dispersion, were set at different wave-bands so that the most sensitive lines of the 

elements concerned were recorded on one or the other instrument. Chromium, molyb-

denum, nickel and vanadium were measured in the spectra obtained· from one instrument, 

and arsenic and beryllium by means of the other instrument. The sensitivities of 

these latter two elements in ~particular were greatly increased by this technique. 

The optical densities of the spectrum lines recorded on the photograpacpaes were 

measured with a non-recordinG microphotometer and converted to arbitrary intensity 

units. The intensity ratio of an element line to its internal standard was 

calculated and referred· to a calibration relating intensity ratio to element 

concentration. The calibrations were derived from a series of synthetic standards 

of basic composition similar to that of smoke ash and containing a number of trace 

elements in ranges of concentration to be expected in smoke ash, with a concentration 

factor of about 2 between adjacent standards. 
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chromium, 
The elements be~Jllium,/molybdenum, nickel and vanadium were found to occur in 

the filter papers used for collecting the smokes. Corrections were made for this 

contamination which in most cases was less than 10 per cent. of the total weight of 

element, Hith the exception of chromium where the contamination sometimes accounted 

for about 25 per cent. of the total." 

5. RESULTS OF BELFAST/DUBLIN SWDY 

5.1 Tobacco smoking 

The vast majority of people living in the two cities had started to smoke in 

childhood or adolescence and ages at starting have not been tabulated but they have 

been deducted from the present age to obtain the duration of smoking after allowing 

for any non-smoking period reported in the history. The various rates in Table 2 are 

derived from the fUll details and collected in the form of Appendix Dl, which have been 

presented in a condensed form in Appendix E from considerations of space. 

The population samples taken in 1961 represent the survivors at a particular 

age of those who have been at risk to die of various causes including cancer of the 

lung, and if cigarette smoking is a cause of some of these, more heavy smokers than 

light smokers will have been removed from the cohort by death. Consequently the 1961 

distribution of smokers and non-smokers shown in Table 2 and Appendix E probably under

estimate the proportion of hea~J smokers in the cohort at the time it was producing the 

deaths of 1955-60 (at a younger age); but on the other hand those already dead would 

have a shorter average smoking duration than those surviving to 1961, so the average 

total cigarettes ever smoked would be less affected by this. Since the selective 

errors arising in this way Hould have similar effects in the two cities and comparative 

ratios rather than absolute rates are required for this study, they can be ignored. 

(a) Cigarettes (men). The percentage~ smoking (i.e. up to the time of 

interview) was greater in Dublin than in Belfast at each age, the averages of 

the rates at 35-64 being 75.4 and 70.0 respectively, whilst at 65-74 thG 

difference was greater (56.3 compared with 46.7). In Belfast out of.750 who 

had ~ smoked cigarettes g6 had stopped 5 years or more ago and 45 more 

recently, whilst in Dublin out of 719 the numbers who had stopped were 60 and 

40 (Appendix E). The percentages who had evGr smoked an appreciable number of 

cigarettes as defined by the question were virtually the same, the average of 
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the rates at 35-74 being 8n.8 in Belfast and 80.4 in Dublin. Percentages now 

smoking 20 or more cigarettes per day were greater in Dublin except at 45-54, 

the average of the rates at 35-74 being 52.0 compared vTith 47.4 in :Selfast; 

and the same was true of the percentage3 who had at any time customarily smoked 

that num0er per day, ~-2. 4 compare( with 33.7. The average rate of cigarettes 

per day smoked by e.1l l:'lE:n incl\)_ding non-smokers was around 17 at ages 35-64, and 

13 at 65-74 in both cities. 

The best measure of risk for relating to a rate of incidence of lung 

cancer may reasonably be expected to be the average total cigarettes ever 

smoked by all men in the age-group concerned. It is true that this rate is 

an estimate reached on theassumption that the average number of cigarettes 

smoked per day has from the start of smoking been the same as at present 

within each sub-group, but the over or under estimation resulting from that 

assumption is likely to be of the same kind and magnitude in the two cities, 

and it is the comparative rather than the absolute figures which matter. 

The objection that the lung cancer rates to be related with the past 

smoking habits should be those of 5 or 10 years hence rather than those of 

the last 6 years, is of doubtful validity, since as shown in Appendix E, at 

ages 55-64, 350 out of 391 smokers in the two cities had been smoking for 

25 years o~ more, and 316 for 35 years or more, so a risk of lung cancer must 

have been acquired long before the death-rate period of 1955-60. Comparing 

these indices in Table 2, the Dublin values are higher at each age except 45-54. 

The conclusion concerning men is that although cigarette smoking may be 

an important. factor in producing the lung cancer rates in both cities, it can 

contribute to the excess of lung cancer in Belfast (see Table 5), since 

cigarette smoking by all measures has been rather less there than in Dublin 

except among men aged 45-54. 

(b) Cigarettes (women). The percentage~ smoking declines in Dublin from 

50.6 at 35-44 to 22.7 at 65-74, and in Belfast from 47.2 to 11.8, ths Dublin 

excess averaging 10.8 with a peak at 55-64. In Belfast, out of ~27 who had 

ever smoked, 36 had stopped 5 years or more ago and 18 more recently; and in 

Dublin out of 521 the corresponding numbers were 37 and 20 (Appendix E). The 
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percentages who had ever smoked were also higher at every age in Dublin~ the 

average of the rates at 35-74 being 42.7 compared t-<ith 38.7 in Belfast. The 

percentage now smoking 20 or more per day in Dublin was as high as 35.8 at 55-64 

and the average of the rates was 24.2 compared vlith 17.5 in Belfast. The 

aver~ges of the cigarettes per day smoked by all women including non-smokers 

at ages 35-64 were 7.4 in Dublin and 5.7 in Belfast. 

Comparing the indices of average total cigarettes ever smoked by all 

women in the group~ the Dublin figures were much above those in Belfast at 

every age, and particularly at 55-64; the averages of the 4 indices were 

64 and 37 respecti vel;sr. Despite this fact the .female death-rates were 

slightly lower on the whole in Dublin than in Belfast~ and other important 

factors must have more than countered the greater risk to Dublin women 

expected from their smoking. 

(c) Pipe and cigars (men). The percentages now smoking a pipe but not 

cigarettes were small at ages up to 65, and were not appreciably different 

in the two cities at any age. Rather more had smoked a pipe as well as 

cigarettes in Belfast than in Dublin~ but these mixed smokers have been 

included among the smokers of cigarettes. The numbers of men who had ever 

smoked a pipe but not cigarettes in the samples at the 4 age-groups were 

2, 8, 9, 24 in Dublin, and 4~ 6, 11~ 24 in 3elfast~ and were not large enough 

for useful analysis by amount of tobacco smoked. 

Cigar smoking, along ·with cigarettes, was recorded for only 4 men in 

Dublin, and 9 in Belfast, and in the latter city there were 2 who had smoked 

cigars and a pipe, and 4 smokers of cigars only. 

5.2 Occupations 

Table 3 shows the proportions of total past lifetime since age 15 during which 

the persons in the population samples h;..:.d been engaged in occupations classified into 

10 groups according to the presumed \larking conditions or premises associated with 

them. The aggregate years on \Jhich the per mille proportions are based are sho~n 

at the foot of the table. Comparing Belfast with Dublin~ the men show excess in the 

group characterized by hot or humid conditions at ages over 45, in factory li'TOrk at 

ages up to 55~ in shops and stores at ages over 55, and among labourers undefined at 
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all ages. On the other hand Dublin shoNed an eJ~cess in the outdoor non-dusty and 

mixed groups. Among women there is a very pronounced excess in Belfast in the 11 hot 

or hurnid11 group, which includes all textile occupations whatever the conditions; and 

rather smaller amounts of time were spent in the 11 factory 11 group. 

The only difference revealed by this analysis which might have an important 

effect on lw1g cancer rates is the fact that in Belfast ~bout one fifth of the total 

past adult lifetime of women had been spent in textile occupations, whereas in Dublin 

the proportion was only about one fiftieth. It is a possible hypothesis that the 

death-rate of women depended upon the three factors, (1) average number of cigarettes 

ever smoked~ (2) proportion of time spent in hot, humid and textile occupations, 

(3) amount of some air pollutant inhaled whilst not at work. Taking time spent on 

working premises as 30 per cent. of the week, all Belfast women aged 55-64 had, 

according to Table 3, spent 6 per cent. of their lifetime since age 15 on such 

premises compared with 0.4 per cent. for all Dublin women; and had, according to 

Table 2 smoked 28 000 cigarettes on the average compared with 81 000. The Belfast/ 

Dublin ratio for the occupational effect (if any) at this age would be 15, and for the 

smoking effect about 1/3, and the possible implications are that the occupational 

difference, combined with the air pollution excess in Belfast revealed in section 5.5, 

more than counteracted the considerable smoking excess in Dublin, with resulting slight 

Belfast excess in death-rates at certain ages as shown in section 5.4.· This is not 

capable of further analysis, however~ and is not discussed further, the examination of 

associations between smoking, air pollution and the death-rate in section·5.6 being 

confined to men. 

5.3 Residence (Urban and rural) 

Table 4 shows the percentages of the total past lifetime which had been spent in 

countr"J"places, to~s of 500?_but less than 100 000 population, and in the city itself 

(including a small fraction spent in other large cities). 

percentages at ages between 35 and 74 \'Tere as follows: 

Country Small town 
M i F l.\1 F 

Dublin 8.8 

I 
9.2 4.6 2.8 

Belfast 9.2 10.0 6.1 4.9 

The averages of the four 

City 
M l F 

86.6 I 88.0 

84.7 I 85.1 
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About 2 per cent. more time had been spent in country and small town environments 

by Belfast men, and about 3 per cent. more by Belfast women, than by those in Dublin. 

These differences are small, but they might not have been so, and the main purpose of 

collecting this information \las to arrive at better estimates of the average lifetime 

exposure to air pollutants of the people at present resident in each city. In order 

to do this, estimates have to be used of the concentrations of total smoke and 

particular pollutants in the average country village and in the average small tovm, 

and those used in calculating correction factors were derived from measurements made 

in North IJales (Stocks 1961) where conditions are similar to those in Ireland, 

adjusted for certain changes in the technique for measuring the total smoke. Such 

estimates can only be rough in the present state of knowledge, but since they are 

applied only to small proportions of the population, the effect on the correction 

factors of some over or under estir.1ation v10uld ·be slight. For separate trace 

elements the existing data are as yet inadequate to provide such cstimntes, so the 

same correction factors have beei1 used as for total smoke. As will be seen in 

Section 5,5, the concentrations of smoke in micrograms per cubic metre of air were 

122 in Belfast and 75 in Dublin, and the estimated average by the same technique used 

for country places was 30, and for small towns 60. As an example of the calculation 

of a correction factor to be applied to the Belfast smoke figure of 122, Tz~ble 4 shows 

for men aged 55-64·in that city, 6.1 per cent. of past life spent in count~r, 5.9 per 

cent. in small towns, and 88.0 per cent. in Belfast or equivalent, so the factor is: 

/(30 ;c .061) + (60 X .059) + (122 X .88Q.Y 7 122 = .924 

For the polycyclic hydrocarbons the follovring estimates have been used in 

calculatinG the correction factors (expressed in micrograms per 100 cubic metres of 

air as in Table 6): 

! 3:4 benzpyrene i 1:12 benzper-y-lene 1:2 benzpyrene I Coronene I 

Count!"J places 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 

~mall towns 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.2 

De_tails pf the re.sul ting. factors are shmm in Table 8, anu they are used for> 

calculating relations between smoking, air pollution and death-rates in Section 5.6. 
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Table 5 compares the death-rates from cancer ~f the lung-and bronchus (inter

national aumbers 162-163) by sex and age in two periods of 3 years, 1955-57, and 

1958-60. In both cities the male rate was lower in the second period amongst men 

at ages 35-54, but higher at 55-64; whilst at 65-74 it was higher in Dublin but 

lower in Belfast, and vice versa at ages 75 a.r1.d over. The female rates for 3 years 

are based on rather small numbers of deaths, but the trend in Dublin appears to have 

been downwards at ages up to 65, whilst in Belfast it has been upwards at most ages. 

In the \'Thole period of 6 years the sex ratio was maximal at ages 45-54 in Dublin 

and at 55-64 in Belfast. The Belfast rates among men exceeded those of Dublin by 

about 10 per cent. at ages 35-44, 55-64 and 65-74, but among women there 1i~a a_large 

excess at ages 45~54 and 75 upward~ but a deficiency at 35-44 and 55-64. lf 

standardized rates at 35 and over are calculated by the method explained in the \iHO 

Bulletin (1959, 20, 697), using as standard a population distributed in the proportions 

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 at the 5 age-g~oups, the male rates are 161~ in Belfast and 1488 in 

Dublin, an excess of about 8~er cent., and the female rates are 231 and 2_27 respect

ively, an excess of about 2 per cent. 

It may be noted that the standardized rates for bronchitis among men aged 35 and 

over were 2316 in Belfast and 1944 in Dublin, an excess of 19 per cent., and for 

pneumonia they were 1453 and 1092, an excess of 33 per cent. Among \vomen the 

bronchitis rates were 803 and 771, an excess of 4 per cent., and the pneumonia rates 

were 913 and 801, an excess of 14 per cent. Belfast men evidently suffered higher_ 

mortality than Dublin men from r~spiratory diseases generally, whereas women showed - ~- - .. . 

only slight excess for lung cancer and bronchitis but an appreciable excess for 

pneumonia which might be connected with occu~ational differences (see 5.2). 

5.5 Air pollution 

Table 6 shows the mean annual concentrations of smoke and of 4 polycyclic hydro

carbons in the air at each of the 5 sites in each ci~y, and the mean annual values 

for each city calculated as explained in section 4.3. The amounts of smoke ranged 

from 94 to 148 pg/m3 in Belfast and from 42 to 112 in Dublin, with mean values 122 

compared with 75. The mean hydrocarbon concentrations were also greater in Belfast 
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the excess being most pronounced for 3:5 benzpyrene (3.0 compared ~ith 1.2 f.lJg/100 m3) 

and only slight for coron0~e. The latter substance is not suspected as being 

carcinogenic but may prove to be useful as an indicator of the amount of motor exhaust 

pollution. 

The pollution levels are below those found at single sites in cities of similar 

size in Northern England, such as Leeds (Stocks, Commins & Aubrey, 1961), but such 

cities in which measurements have been made form parts of large conurbations, whereas 

Belfast and Dublin are seaports away from any other large towns. The smaller city of 

York, surrounded by open country but lying to the east of the Hest Yorkshire conur

bation, gave pollution levels in 1958 similar to those of 3elfast, as sl1own below: 

Leeds:j!: I Newcastle-on-Tjne:j!:iYork~ ' Belfast I Dublin I ' 
3:4 benzpyrene 4.2 

I 
2.4 1.2 7.5 3.0 

1:12 benzperylene 4.0 (.3 2.1 2.2 1.2 

1:2 benzpyrene I 2.6 4.6 1.6 2.1 1.0 

Coronene I o.s 1.0 0.4 o.s 0.4 

* At single sites, near city centres 

Table 7 shors the mean annual concentrations in air of 7 trace elements expressed 
3 as ).lg/1000 m , and the Belfast levels are seen to be higher than in Dublin for arsenic, 

beryllium, molybdenum, nickel and vanadiu1n, but lower for chromiun and zinc. 

with Leeds and York in 1958 (Stocks, 1960) is made below: 

As i Be Cr I Mo I Ni V Zn 

Leeds 60 l 0.84 21.5 6.10 23 15 370 

-lark 59 0.27 5.4 

I 

2.35 29 5.1 295 

Belfast 11.3 I 0.11 2.7 1.58 9.0 24.2 160 

Dublin 6.4 I 0.04 3.0 0.66 7.5 18.2 21~0 I 

Comparison 

The t11o English cities gave higher concentrations than Belfast for every clement 

except vanadium. 

5.6 Associations between death-rates, smoking and exposure to air pollution 

It has become evident from statistical studies of associations between the 

smoking of cigarettes and incidence of lung cancer that up to a point the latter 

increases at a given age in direct proportion to the number of cigarettes which have 
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been smoked. Existing data about death-rates in to~ms where smoking levels are 

virtually the same suggest that it would be a reasonable assumption that the numbers 

of lung cancer deaths attributable to specific pollutants -in the air are also in 

direct proportion to the cumulative amount of the pollutant which has been inhaled. 

At any rate a hypothesis can be enunciated that the contributions to an age-specific 

lung cancer rate of men in a city made by cigarette smoking and air pollution by a 

suspect substance have linear relations with the average total of cigarettes ever 

smoked by men of that age on the one hand and with the average total amount of the 

pollutant ever inhaled by men of that age on the other. By taking a particular 

pollutant it is possible to test whether the data from Belfast and Dublin are 

consistent with such a hypothesis and if so to calculate the contributions made by 

each factor suppo~ing that DQ other pollutants or other factors were making any 

contribution of importance. 

Let the average total volume of air inhaled by a man up to age a be A, which is 

presumably the same in ·each of the cities in this study; and let p
1 

and p
2 

be the 

concentrations of the pollutant in the air of Belfast and Dublin as shown in Tables 6 

or 7, whilst c
1 

and c
2 

are th8 correction factors for past residence evaluated as 

explained in section 5.3, and given in Table 8. Then the average amounts of the 

pollutant ever inhaled by men of age a in Belfast and Dublin are Ap
1

c
1 

and A p
2

c
2

• 

This assumes that p
1 

and p
2 

have not changed, but since only the ratio between them 

is required (see below) the necessaFy assumption is that changes in p, if any, have 

been similar in each city. 

Suppose that for these men aged a in the two cities d
1 

and d
2 

were the lung 

cancer death-rates (Table 5), and x
1

, x
2 

were the average total cigarettes ever 

smoked (Table 2); then according to the hypothesis, if K and Pare constants for 

men aged a in all cities, 

By solving these equations to eliminate K 

x2 x2 
p2c2) PA = (d -- d )/(p c - -1 .... 2 l 1 x

1 ""l 
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The proportions of deaths which can be attributed to the pollutant are 

PAp
1 

c
1
/d

1 
in Belfast 

x2 d X 

(- 2);(.2 
xl dl xl 

and PAp2c!d2 
in Dublin, that 

p2c2 
pc-) in Belfast, and 

1 1 

plcl 
----) in Dublin. 
p c 

2 2 

is: 

For example, on the assumption that cigarette smoking and 3:4 benzpyrene in air 

were together responsible for the whole lung cancer rate of men aged 55-64, the 

Belfast/Dublin ratios taken from Tables 2, 5, 6, 8 are: 

= _231 
259 

0.892; 
3111 
2863 

1.086; 3.0 X .910 
1.2 X .953 2 .• 39 

and the proportions of the death-rates attributable to the air pollutant are from the 

above formulae, 0.29 in Belfast and .13 in Dublin. In other words, among Belfast 

men aged 55-64, 71 per cent. of the deaths would be attributable to cigarettes and 

29 per cent. to the air pollutant, whilst in Dublin the proportions would be 87 and 

13 per cent. 

To facilitate tests of hypotheses of this kind for various pollutants, Table 8 

shows for each sex-age group the correction factor c
1 

and c
2 

derived .from the residence 

histories in Table 4, and the Belfast/Dublin ratios p
1

c
1
/p

2
c

2 
between the estimated 

avera~e past e;:posures to the pollutant based on present concentrations p
1 

and p2 in 

Tables 6 and 7. It is evident from the ratios that zinc and chromium could make no 

contribution to the Belfast excess in male death-rates at ages 35-44, 55~64 and 65-74, 

and female excess at 45-54 and 65-74, but the suspect hydrocarbons and elements beryllium, 

molybdenum, arsenic and vanadium might well do so, and it is worth calculating the 

contributions they could make to the death rates on the hypothesis enunciated above, 

that is assuming that no other factors than cigarette smoking and the pollutant in 

question are of importance. At ages 45-54 the death-rate was only l per cent. higher 

in Belfast than in Dublin and the index of past cigarette smoking was 7 per cent. 

higher, so a pollution level would need to be lower in Belfast than Dublin for the 

hypothesis to be tenable. It has to be remembered that a large proportion of men of 
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this group in Belfast had been in the services during 1941-45~ whereas that was not 

the case in Dublin 1 and this may account for the anomalous excess of past smoking. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the proportion noH smoking is greater in Dublin~ in 

conformity tlfi th the other age-groups 1 and a ratio ~:~x1 based on that index would be 

1.078 rendering the hypothesis tenable. 

Table S shows the calculated contributions of various pollutants and smoking to 

the death-rates at each age-group of men 1 using the average total cigarettes ever 

smo~~d as inq.ex 1 except at 45-Sl.J- where results based on present S!lloking are given in 

parenthesis. Ignoring the latter1 the indications are that the lung cancer rates 

of men in the tvm cities are compatible with a hypothesis that in Belfast about two

thirds of the deaths of men resulted from cigarette smoking and one-third from air 

pollution by smoke, and that in Dublin about three-quarters resulted from cigarettes 

and one quaYter from smoke. If only a sj ngJ_e constituent of the smoke was cancer 

producing 1 the data would be compatible with percentages of the male death-rates of 

the following magnitude being caused by that pollutant and the remainder by cigarettes 

(the first figure being for Belfast and the second for Dublin): 

3:4 benzpyrene 25, 12; 1:2 benzpyrene 29, 15; 1:12 benzperylene 32~ 21; 

beryllium 22, 10; molybdenum 25, 13; arsenic 34, 22; vanadium 60~ 53. 

The proportions for nickel seem to be impossibly high, whilst the chromium and 

zinc levels are incompatible with their making any appreciable contribution to the 

death-rates. 

The above exploration of hypotheses cannot prove anything at this stage of the 

study, but 10 cities will provide 45 pairs to compare in this way and if one or more 

of these substances is in fact producing lung cancer by long continued inhalation of 

minute quantities, it should by then become apparent by a more consistent agreement 

with the.hypothesis when the tests are applied to those pairs than is shown by the 

harmless constituents. Thus the first test suggests that chromium and zinc can be 

disregarded1 and that nickel might be concerned along with other elements but not as 

the sole agent~ but this may not be repeated when more pairs of cities are compared. 

It has to be remembered that owing to their origins from coal the hydrocarbons 

tend to rJn together so that a harmless substance may show statistical associations 

with other factors because of its tendency to accompany a harmful substance in smoke, 
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and this is true also of trace elements in industrial and automobile smoke as has 

been shown by measurements in a steel works and a road tunnel (Stocks~ Commins & 

Aubrey~ 1961). Distinction of the harmful substances from the others can only be 

made when data from a considerable number of cities have become available and a 

target of at least 25 was set Hith this in mind. It is interesting to note however 

that the study of 11 trace elements in the smoke of 23 localities already referred 

to showed that the correlation of 0.86 between smoke and lung cancer was reduced 

considerably by separate elimination of beryllium, molybdenum, arsenic, vanadium and 

zinc, but not by elimination of th~ other ele~ents; and a suitably weighted combin

ation of beryllium and molybdenum ~reduced a correlation as high as 0.72 with 

mortality when social index was held constant (Stocks, 1960). 

It was found also that the concentration of 3:4 benzpyrene in air was correlated 

with lung cancer to the extent of 0.74 after correcting for social factors, and 1:12 

benzperylene to the extent of 0.67. The results of the present study appear to be 

in general conformity with those findings, except as regards zinc. 
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TABLE 1. SEC AND AGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE POPULATION SM1PLES 

Age-
Dublin 

D' t "b t· h group i i. lS rl u 1on C'l.J.. ea c. 
i : 

1956 Numbers intervimred expected from I I 
I census 

: 

i Males Females ~"1alcs Females 

25-34 I I 

s c.--c;,, 

Ji 
I' ,I 

.I 
11 
! 

;; 
'I 

ii 
l! 
; 

!i 
1: 

Belfast 

l~umbers interviewed 

I !<1ales I Females 
I 

2r(5 299 
I 11 35-4~- 276 I JG6 291!· -.-Cl 277 362 I 

I 
! .:uu 

I/ 
45-51.~ 269 345 ~78 ' J05 11 283 334 !: 

I 

li 55-64 237 233 214 i 258 226 306 I 
I I 

65-74 127 11.~6 123 
I 

169 i 140 186 I d 
25-7!~ l 

I 
l 201 l 487 

I 
135-74 S·09 l 090 909 I l 090 I 926 1 188 

I 

I 
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TABLE 2. TOBACCO SMOKING HISTORIES OF PO?UT-ATION SAMPLE'S BY SEX AND ACE 

Dublin Belfast 
Sex -----

35- 45- 55- 65-74 25- 35- 45- 55- 65-74 
Per cent. now s~oking r.1 75-5 77-6 73.0, 56o3 69.8 70.9 72.0 67.0 46.7 
cigarettes* F 50.6 48.4 36.1 22.7 41.6 47.2 37-4 20.3 11.8 

Per cent. who have ever M 82.4 85.9 86.7 68.3 78.2 80.7 86.5 85.5 70.4 
smoked cigarettes* F 55-5 54.0 40.8 28.8 45.3 52.2 41.5 24.9 16.1 

Per cent. now smoking 20 or M l!_f8.9 56.6 52.5 50.0 44.2 45.5 58.6 47.6 37-9 
more per day* F ~5-3 21.3 35.8 14.3 12.6 14.8 19-3 15.8 20.0 I 

Per cent. who have ever smoked M 40.3 48.7 45.5 34.9 3!~ .5 36.7 50.7 40.7 26.7 ' 
20 or more·· pc:> day* F 14.6 11.5 14.6 4.1 5.7 7-7 8.1 3-9 ).2 ii 

'I 
- ,, 

~I 
Average number smoked per day M 20.2 21.6 20.3 18.8 18.5 20.3 21.1 19.0 19 .l li 

by cigarette smokers* F 14.1 14.2 16.2 11.3 11.4 12.2 13.0 10.9 12- '7 11 

Average number smoked per day M 16.5 18.2 17-7 13.2 14.5 16.4 18.2 16.3 13.4 t 
by all in group F 7.8 7-7 6.6 3.2 5.2 6.4 5.4 2.7 ,., I' c..O i 

Averago total tVer smoked (thou- M 166 238 299 329 92 161 255 271 
~ 

;;-~6 ~ 
sands) by cigarette smokers* F i 99 139 198 154 48 87 122 110 l '•-2 \ 

- . ' l 
Ave:>a.ge total ever smoked (thou- M 136 205 259 231 72 130 220 231 2.:? I 

sands) by all in group F 55 ~r5 81 44 22 45 52 28 2) i 

Per cent. ~ smoking pipe but M 0.7 3-0 3-4 15.9 0.4 1.8 2.5 4.2 1G.31 
not cigarettes ' 

Per cent. who have ever smoked a M 0.7 3-0 3-9 19.0 0.4 1.8 2.5 5.1 18.5 
pipe but not cigarettes 

-----
Per cent. now smoking pipe as M 3-7 s.o 7-3 9-5 4.7 7-3 7.4 9-3 15.6 

- "* well a.s cigarettes.,..· 

Per cent. who have ever smoked a M 5.5 6.8 13.3 15.9 6.5 9.8 11.3 12.2 2L: .• 4 
pipe as ~:ell as cigaret·tes *'" 

I I i 
* 't>Ji th or without pipe or cigars 

** Included also as cigarette smokers 
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TABLE 3. OCC'UPA'I'IONAL HISTORIES OF POPULATION SAMPLES BY SEX AND AGE 
Jl.CC0R2)TIJG TO PRESUMED HORiaNG ENVIRONMENT 

i .. - . -
-·. - I I :'\g·:-:regate working years per 1000 total working years 

:sex Du-blin I Belfast· - i 
I 35- 45- ' 55- ;65-74 I 25- 35- i 45- i 55- I 65-74 

I ! I ' 

64! 75: 
I 

Mainly outdoor~ not dusty: i-1 i 82 981 99i 74 : 44 581 66 
' 

I : 
21 

i I 

·ll ll 
; F I 3 I 7! 25 j 2-· 4 j -: : I I 

H ! 
I 1 ; 

54-'-
! I 

_Mainly outdoor, dusty 91 i 78 i 91 i 78 67 lOOj -911 64 j I I I -I F 
I 

1 - _, - - - - -
i 

Hot and/or humid r1 72 61 I 65 103 ss 63 o1! lOO 132 
I 

../ I 

conditions (including I 

all textile workers) n 
I' 33 24 13 21 258 204 189 200 198 

Exposure to fumes or N 95 58 Ol 42 75 77 61 1 

4~1 50 ;.;~ 

gases ·F 8 4 5 5 1 - - -
- ·-

Factory or machinery ['I 210 217 173 193 298 271 241 182 184 
(no~ in groups above) F llS' 95 70 ~-6 143 63 soJ 66 30 

181 1 ! 
Office, school, ~-1 166 203 283 134 168 1391 159 131 

laboratory, hospital ·-f. 106 
I 

62 F 131 90 77 :;>0 153 74' 59 

Shop, store, restaurant, M 119 126 65 46 73 ll6 98 106 129 
hotel F 78 59 67 60 64 69 66!- 52 49 

Labourers undefined I·1 67 53 81 4o 134 96 94 138 116 

F 15 9 - 9 9 2 4 4 3 

Mixed conditions (not "" 91 97 14~ 157 73 69 92 117 127 " 
in groups above) F 46 29 47 28 31 22 30 24 34 

At home M 7 9 5 8 ...., Cl 9 8 l L ../ 

F 567 688 723 755 337 527 585 590 620 

~otals of above for each 
sex 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

Aggregate working years j\J ~781 7953 91~-6 5407 3651 5)76 86131 8794 6091 
on which proportions of 

109871 12690 tine are based F 1270 9910 8731 6305 4069 8584 9147 



; 
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TABLE 4. RESIDENCE HISTORIES OF POPULATION SAMPLES BY SEX AND AGE 

u ln D bl" I e as B lf t 
I 

Sex I Percentage of total past life-time Percentage of total past life-time 
and .. I resident in places with population I resident in places with population 
age 

of ! of 
_j 

* I ! *l 
,, Under 5000 '5000- ! lOO 000 or more; Under 5000 I sooo-/ lOO 000 or more 

! I I I 

! 
! 1 

Males i 

I 
I 

25- I 8.5 4.6 86.9 I 
35- 10.6 3.6 I 85.8 11.3 7.2 81.5 

i 

45- 8.3 4.3 I 87.4 8.5 5.2 86.3 

·ss- 6.6 s.o 88.4 6.1 5-> 88.0 

65-74 9.8 s.s 31~ 0 7 11.0 6.2 82.8 

Females 
' 8.1 6.2 85.7 25- " 

35- 11.3 2.8 8:s .9 10.2 4.8 85 .O! 

45- ll.l ).l 85.9 9.5 5.4 85.1 

55- 6.5 3.6 89.9 9.1 5.3 85.6 

65-74 8.0 l.r( I 90.3 11.3 4.0 84.7 
I 

* Including rural localities 



TABLE. 5. DEATH-RATES FROM CANCER· OF THE LUNG IN 1955-1960 

I Dublin Belfast 

o .. y::· :J- 45- 55- 65- 75+ 0- 35-. 1~5- 55- 65- 75+ 
Males Bales 

15 6391 2 887
1 

2 732 
; 

Estimated me~ 1955-57 2 102 l 211}. 1 589 12 ){'0 2 871 .2 578 l 721 ; 1 078 469 
1958-60 15 543' 2.866 2 716 2 089 r' 206~ 506 12 046 2 rr96 - I 

4:i7 population .2511 l 676 l 050 

Number of deathG 1955-57 2 ;;2 101 171 I 186 28 5 24 86 144 124 22 
(3 years) 1958-60 4 18 62 189 . 141. 26 3 20 68 173 120 )l 

Mean annual rate 1955-57 4.) 254 l 245 2 712 2: 911' l 833 13.5 279 l 112 "2 790 3 335 l 563 
per million 1958-60 8.6 209 761 3 015 3 896 l 713 8.3 238" 903 3 41!-l 3 811 2 262 

1955-60 6.4 232 997 2 863 3" 402 1 776 10.9 259 1 009 3 111 ·3 C)23 1 908 

Females ·, ' Ii'emales i 
- ! . t t l I ' 

Estimated mean 1955-57 16 90li 3 655' 3 lll 2 629 1:120 1 351 12 740 ' 3 325 2997 2 226 · 1 sol.J- 754 
population* 1958-60 16 ssq: 3 644 2 621 848 12 407 ~ ' (") 2 918 2 168 l .1+61~ 734 3 101 1"714 ;; 23o 

t 

Number of deaths 1955-57 l 9 13 30 ' 24 6 4 5 10 22 21 13 
(3 years) 1958-60 l 6 9 29 : 25 20 2 6 18 1G 21+ 17 

Mean annual rate 1955-57 2.0 fi2 139 380 -1~65 . 235 10.5 50 lll 32S· 466 575 
per million 1958-60 2.0 ~5 97 369 ,486 786 5.4 62 207 2l.J-6 5l.J-G 772 

1955-60 2.0 69 118 375 476 510 8.0 56 158 288 505 672 
I 

Male/Female Male/Female 

c~ex ratios J 955-60 3.2 :1 ).lJ. 8.4 7.6 7.1 3.5 l.lJ- I J~ .s 6.lJ. 
1

10.0 1 {.6 I 2.8 
: •I 

Belfast/Dublin - Males Belfast/Dublin - Females 

l. 70:! 1 ~121 _LOll 1.091 ·1.121 4.00 1 o.83! 1.341 
! l.o6ll.321 ~ity ratios 1955-60 1.07 o. TT I 

- ------- - ---- ----------- --- _ _______,__.~_____ -- -

* Population estimate at middle of period in multiple,s of· 10 
'0 
P-l 

()q 
CD 

I\) 

\Oi!d 
~ 
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Site of 
instrument 

Belfast 

B.l 

fB .2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

!Mean 

~ublin 

~ .1 

~ .2 

~-3 

P· .4 

p .5 

Mean 

TABLE 6. CONCENTRATIONS OF SMOKE AND POLYCYCLIC 
HYDROCARBONS IN THE AIR OF BELFAST AND DUBLIN 

MEAN VALUES DURING YEAR FROM MAY 1961 TO APRIL 1962 
(FOR WINTER AND SUMMER VALUES, AMOUNTS OF HYDROCARBONS 

PER GRAM OF SMOKE AND OTHER INFORMATION SEE TABLES IN APPENDIX F) 

* Polycyclic hydrocarbons (aggregate bases
3

) 
micrograms per lOO cubic metres (~g/100 m ) 

Monthly !Aggregate 1 : 1 
: 

I
' * .. · 1:2 Benzpyrene Coronene 

1
11:12 Benzperylene'3:4 Benzpyrene basis basis 

I 148 

130 

138 

94 

102 

122 

112 

82 

70 

67 

42 

75 

l I 

I 
148 

131 

122 

93 

102 

119 

106 

82 

71 

70 

43 

74 

2.5 

2.4 

2.5 

1.7 

1.6 

2.1 

1.4 

1.2 

l.O 

0.8 

0.6 

1.0 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0~4 

0.4 

0.5 

0.5 

0.6 

0.3 

0.3 

+ 

0.4 

2.4 

2.6 

2.5 

1.8 

1.8 

2.2 

1.5 

1.5 

l.l 

1.2 

0.5 

1.2 

3-7 

3-3 

3.6 

2.4 

1.8 

3.0 

. 1.8 

1.4 

1.3 

l.l 

0.5 

1.2 

* Obtained by dividing the total weight collected in the year by total volume of 
air passing through the filter in a year. 

+ Not available 



TABLE 7. CONCENTRATIONS OF ASH AND TRACE ELEMENTS IN THE 
AIR OF BELFAST AND DUBLIN 

MEAN VALUES DURING YEAR FROM MAY 1961 TO APRIL 1962. 
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Site of _ A$h 
3 

Trace elements - micrograms per 1000 cubic metres of air ( ~1000 m3)i 
instrument }Jg/lQO m Arsenic! :Beryi_lium ; 

... . -
Chromium : Molybdenum Nickel! Vanadium! Zinc 

I 1 ! I I Belfast I 

I i 

I B.l 462 13 i 0.083 3.6 1.6 10 21 140 

I ··-. -·-

B:2 564 12 0.16 2.2 1.7 7.0 25 120 

I B.3 1 040 10 0.13 3.4 1.4 ll 15 250 I 

B.4 404 8.7 0.074 2.5 1.2 6.1 12 120 

427 13 O.ll 1.8 2.0 ll 48 170 

Mean 579 . 11.3 0.111 2.7 l. 58--·· 9.0 2l.J:.2 . 160" 

Dublin 

D.1* 2 470 7-7 . o .. n 12 . 0.95 9-3 23 . 360 

D.2 823 7.8 o.o65 2.9 0.91 8.0 24 280 

D.3 485 g.8 0.041 2.9 0.56 :)_1 .. ll 230 

D.4 382 3-7 0.025 3.1 0.60 3.6 ll 310 

D.5 369 4.2 0.024 3.1 0.58 7.6 27 140 
.. 

* Mean. 515 6.4 0.039 3.0 0.66 7-5 18.2 240 

* Since demolition of buildings commenced in March 1962 within 150 yards of site D.1, 
the mean values for Dublin here given are .based on the other four sampling sites. The 
means ifD.l is included are 907; f.6; 0.053; 4.8; 0. 72; 7 .9; 19.2; 264. 

' 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 



I 
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TABlE 8. 

• 

Smoke (and tr~-~~ 
elements) 

3:4 benzpyrene 

1:2 benzpyrene 

CORRECTION FACTORS FOR AIR POLUJTANTS TO ALLOW FOR RESIDENCE HISTORY 
AND BELFAST/DUBLIN RA"'IOS FOR ESTIMATED AMOUNTS 
EVER INHALED BY MEN AND WOMEN OF DIFFERENT AGES 

' 
i City 

i 35- I 65-74 

Males -- -Females 

1~5- ; 55- l 65-7l~ 35- i 45- I 55- : 
· 1 · 1· · · Correction factors (c) , 

I ·--------------~~~~~~~~~-~--~----------~ 

~elfast cl ! .878 i .910 I ,924 : .88C i .893! .901 \ .9051 
I ' I I 
.Dublin c2 I .929 I .942 ! -951 I ' .930 ' .9Z7 .928 i .953 i 

I I I ' I J 
u. lf t c .8-:;P I' ;:!f'h i 010 ! 0 6- I 883 .888 ! .88911 
.ue as 1.! _, :..J • ~ ~· . I . ./ I . • •..) f j • I ; i 

Dublin c2 I .9321_ .944 : .953 1 .934 ) .930 .931 1 .956 

Belfast cl\ .8521 .89o ! .906 .861 I .878 .881 l .884 

D:ublin c2 -~ .91l .925 .93-4 .. 909- .. - .910 .9ll· ;---·.-g4o- ·· 

.894 

.948 

.879 1-

·950 

.874 

.. -937 

. . I 
1:12 benzperylene Belfast cl I .862 I 

' ' .897 ... 913 .871· .886- .-888 --·-.891 -- .882" 

.941 

Coronene 

Smoke 

Dublin c2 ! .917 .930 .939 

Belfast c
1 

1 .864 .901 .916 

Dublin c2 .902 .916 .925 

.875 

.899 

.915 .916 .945 

.890 .891 .895 

.901 .902 .933 

Belfast~blin ratios for estimated amounts inhaled 
( dl cl d2 c2). 

.886 

.931 

1.53 
1 

L57 ·j 1.57 ~ L55 i 1.58 fl.58 r·l ~54 . --1.53 

- 3 ;4 benzpyrene l I 8 I I , ... 2.30 i 2.37 2.3 2.33 ! 2.38 l 2.38 2.33 2.31 

· 1:2 benzpyrene 

1:12 benzperylene 

Coronene 

Beryllium 

Molybdenum 

Arsenic 

Vanadium 

Nickel 

Chromium 

Zinc 

1.96 ~ 2.02 2.04 1.99 1 2.03 2.03 1.98 1.96 

1.72 1.77 .L 1.78 1.74 l 1.77 1.78 1.73 1.72 

1.20 

2.69 ,r 

2.26 
I 

1.67 1 

1.26 

1.13 

.85 

.63 

! 4 1.23 1.23 1.21 1.2 1.24 1.20 

2.75 

2.31 

1.71 

1.28 

1.16 

.87 

.64 

2.77 

2.33 

1.72 

1.29 

1.17 

.87 

.65 

2.28 

1.67 

1.27 

1.14 

.86 

.64 

2.75 2.76 

2.32 2.32 

1.71 1.72 

1.29 1.29 

1.16 ' 1.17 

.87 .87 

.65 .65 

2.70 

2.Z7 
1.68 

1.26 

1.14 

.86 

.63 

1.19 

2.68 

2.26 

1.67 

1.25 

1.13 

.84 

.63 
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j 

TABLE 9. HYPOTHETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO LUNG CANCER DEATH-RATES OF 
MEN BY VARIOUS Affi POLIDTANTS IN CONJUNCTION WITH CIGARE'ITE SMOKING, 

ASSUMING NO OTHER FACTORS INVOLVED. (EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGES ) 

Dublin Belfast 
; 

4s- I I ' 

35- i 55- I 65-74 i 35- i 45- ss~ 1 I I 
. I I I 

28 I (11) ! 
I 24 38 ' (20) 42 Smoke Pollutant 

I 
29 I 

I I i I 

(89) i i ' I 
Smoking 72 71 76 62 ! (80) I 58 

I l I 

~~ 

<s) I i I (14 > 
i 

3:4 benzpyrene Pollutant 12 13 10 25 ! 29 
I 

l 
I 

Smoking 88 (~5) 87 90 75 : (86) 71 

1:2 benzpyrene Pollutant 15 . (7) 17 14 29 (15) I 32 

(93) I .. Smoking 85 83 86 71 i (85) I 68 

1:12 benzperyiene Pollutant 21 (9) 22 18 32 I (18) 36 
Smoking 79 (91) '78 82 68 (82) 64 

Beryllium. Pollutant 10 (4) ll 8 22 (13) 27 
Smoking 90 (96) 89 92 78 (87) 73 

Molybdenum Pollutant 13 (5) 13 10 25 (14) 29 
Smoking 87 (95) 87 90 75 (86) 71 

Arsenic Pollutant 22 (9) 23 20 34 (18) 37 
Smoking 78 (81) 77 80 66 (82) I 63 

Vanadium 
.. 

Poilutant 53 (24). 49 47 60 (30) 58· 
Smoking 47' (76) 51 53 40 (70) 42 

Nickel Pollutant· 93. (37) 70 88 91 (42) 78 
Smoking 7 (63) 30 12 9 (58) (22) 

65-74 

33 

67 

21 

79 

23 

73 

27 

73 

19 
81 

21 

79 

29 

71 

54 

46 

89 
(ll) 
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FORM OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR POPtJLA·HON SAMPLE 

· ·-·· ·-- ··-- ----- HISTORY OF "SMOKING,··RESIDENCES- AND OCCUPATIONS 

APPENDIX A 

" . - ----. . . :- --~ ·- ~ - . · ·. - ;· ··: · · ;- · · - Date -·;- · . . . . . . Number 

Sex 

+ Tt>BAceo- -

Age 

Cigarettes - now···- -in past never· 

Pipe now in past never 

Cigars now 
- --·- - -- -~- . - . 

in pas~. ___ . never 

Cigarillos now in past never 

Age (years) at 
starting stopping 

- -....... 

Quantity smoked 
(now or later /) 

++ .•..•...•. /day 

. .••••••• oz/week 

•.•.•.••... /week 

. •••..• ~ .... /llreek . 

Notes: + Underline the words applicable. Classify as "never" 1.U1less the subject 
- - - ·- - .. - . . -- . .. .... -- - . -- -· - . - - .. 

has smoked an average of as much as l cigarette per day or l oz of pipe 
tobacco or 2 cigars or cigarillos per week for as long as a year. 

I Later means before last giving up ~m?~n~. 
----------·----------·--- ··------··. --- . ---···· --

++ If subject smokes hand-rolled cigarettes~ record number of ounces of 
tobacco bought per week and convert to cigarettes per day using formula 

___ ---·-----~--?._~ce/we~k __ ~--4- c~gar~ttesf~~y: ... ' 

PLACES OF RESIDENCE (in order of time) 

. ____ --~-<?~ _o~_ vill~~~--- ______ .<2_?.~!-.¥. ____ .. __ _ .... __ Co1.U1try Period (years) 

Born at .•.•.••......•. 
2nd .............. . 
3rd ..•...........• ·----- -- ----··· · .... - ·--- ---- ....... 4 tli. - - .... -.. ·-- ····-.:-:·-:- ~ • ·: ~ : . : .... ~ -.- ~ 

5th •••..•..•...... 

Notes: .(lJ. J;m<?.:r:E:l ... ~ll pl~~~~ __ o_:( .. r:'~Sid.enc~ ... in which .the .subject .liv.e.d....f~ -~ess -t.M.n •..... 
three years. 

(2) Fnr conurbations or towns of lOO 000 population or more record name of 
such under Co1.U1ty and part of the town under Town. 

(3) Record all periods spent in armed forces or merchant navy as "armed 
forces" or "at sea". 
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Appendix A 

OCCUPATIONS (in order of time) 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 

Note: 

Industry Occupatien (kind of work) Period (years) 

...... ~ ...... . 

Ignore all occupations in which the subject was employed for less than 
two years. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO INTERVIEWERS FOR HISTORY TAKING 

TOBACCO SMOKING - Actual questions to be asked: 

1. Have you ever at any .t~me qmoked CIGARETTES?........ . .... 
. ~: ~ ~ :r/ :~q, __ underline "nev:er." . (.and .proceed to 2 .below) .. 
. . . . _ .~t: Y~~·- ask . . . . . 

APPENDIX B 

Have you ever smo~e4 ~s .m~Qh.a& 1 .cigarette a.day for .a whole yeap?- .. :. ~ .'. :r~ :N:o." _411derline "nev~r." (.and proceed to 2 .below) ... 
If Yes, ask 

Do you smoke cigarettes now? 
If No, underline "in past" and ask (entering replies) 

At what age did you start? 
At what age did you stop? 
How many cigarettes*~ay were you smoking before stopping? 

If Yes, underline "now" and ask (entering replies) 
At what age did you start? 
How many cigarettes* a day are you smoking now? 

2. Have you ever at any time smoked a PIPE? 
If No, underline "never" (and proceed to 3 below) 
If Yes, ask 

Have you ever smoked as much as 1 ounce of tobacco a week for a year? 
If No, underline "never" (and proceed to 3 below) 
If Yes, ask 

Do you smoke a pipe now? 
If No, underline "in past" and ask (entering replies) 

At what age did you start? 
At what age did you stop? 
How many ounces a week were you smoking before you stopped? 

If Yes, underline "now" and ask (entering replies) 
At what age did you start? 
How many ounces a week are you smoking now? 

3. Have you ever smoked CIGARS? 
If No, underline "never" 
If Yes, ask 

Have you ever smoked as many as 2 cigars a week for a whole year? 
If No, underline 11 never" 
If Yes, ask 

Do you smoke cigars now? 
If No, underline 11 in past" and ask (entering replies) 

At what age did you start? 
At what age did you stop? 
How many cigars a week were you smoking before you stopped? 

If Yes, underline "now" and ask (entering replies) 
At what age did you start? 
How many cigars a week are you smoking now? 



4. Have you ever smok~ small~cigars (cigarillos, etc.)? 
(Proceed as in 3 above) 
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Appendix B 

Note: * If answer is that cigarettes have been rolled by hand, ask how many ounces 
a week and multiply by 4 to obtain and enter the equivalent in cigarettes 
per day. 

OCCUPATION AND INDUSTRY - If the occupation appears to have been one involving 
exposure to smoke, fumes or gas (e.g. work in gas manufacture, motor transport, 
tending furnaces, etc.) ask for as much detail as possible about the kind of 
work and place of work. 
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City 

Sex 

Cigarettes 
(History) 

Cigarettes 
(No. per day) 

APPENDIX C 

CODING OF SMOIGNG, RESIDENCE AND OCCUPAC'ION HIST()RIES . 

Serial number of record 

Male 1; ·Female 2 

Under 15 0; 15-21 
55-59 6; 60-64 7; 

1; 22-C4 
65-69 8; 

2; 25-34 3; 35-44 '· 4; 45-54 5; 
70-74 9; 75 and over_ X •. -~ _ -· 

NEVER 

NOW (with or without a past period 
of non-smoking) 

IN PAST (but not now) 

Less than 5 years 
since stopped 

. 5 years or more 
since stopped 

NO ENTRY 

Never 0; less than ~ 
25-29 6; 30-34 7; 
or "in past" stated) 

1; 
35-39 
x. 

5-9 
8; 

2; 10-14 
40 or more 

0 

1 
2 
3 
4~ 

43 
44 
45 
46 

5 
6 

71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 -

8 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 

X 

3; 
9; 

Smoking duration 

UD:der 5 years 
5-14 years 
15-24 years 
25-34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 years 
55-64 years 
65 or more y'1a"'s 

·Under 5 years 
5-14 years 
15-24 years 
25-34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 years 
55-64 years 
65 or more years 

Under 5 years 
5-14 years 
15-24 years 
25-34 years 
35-44 years 
45-54 years 
55-64 years 
65 or more years 

15-19 4; 20-24 5; 
no entry (but "now" 

Pipe smoking Same as for cigarettes (history) 
(History) 



Pipe smoking 
(amount per week) 

Cigars 
(History) 

Cigars 
(No. per day) 

Cigarillos 
(small cigars) 

Residence 

A. In city itself or other 
town with population 
lOO 000 or more 

0 Never 
1 Less than 0.9 
2 0.9-l. 7 oz 
3 1.8-2.6 oz 
4 2.7-3-5 oz 
5 3.6-4.4 oz 
6 4.5-5-3 oz 
7 5.4-6.2 oz 
8 6.3 oz or more 

oz 
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Appendix C 

Never 
Less than 25 g 
25-49 g 
50-74 g 
75-99 g 
100-124 g 

125-149 g 
150-174 g 
175 g or more 

X No entry (but "now" or 11 in past" stated) 

Same as for cigarettes 

Never 0; 1-4 
30 or more 5; 
stated) X. 

1; 5-9 2; 10-19 3; 20-29 4; 
no entry (but 11 now" or 11 in p1.st11 

Same as for cigars 

0 
1 
2 

3 
4 

50 
51 
52 
6 
7 
8 

95 
96 
97 
98 
X 

Less than 3 years in all 
Last (together with an 

earlier period if any) 

At other period( s) with 
total duration 

(including "never'' ) 
3-9 years 
10-19 years 
20-29 years 
30-39 years 
40-49 years 
50-59 years 
6o years ox> more 
3-9 years 
10-19 years 
20-29 years 
30-39 yenrs 
40-49 years 
50-59 years 
60 years. or more 

No mention of residence in such a locality 

B. In towns with population Same as for A 
between 5000 and lOO 000 

C . In locality with less Same as for A 
than 5000 or rural 
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~ppendix C 

Qccupation LAST. International 2-figure ·code (with additional categor~~~)__· .. 

Duration of last in·yeafs Under 5 0; 5-9 l; 10-14 2; 

PREVIOUS occupation of 
·longest duration 

Environment of occupation 

0 Mainly outdoor, not dusty 
l Mainly outdoor, dusty 
2 Hot and/or humid conditions 
3 Exposure to fum~~s 
4 Factory or machinery (not in 2 or 3) 
5 Office, school, ,laboratory, hospital 

6 Shop, store, restaurant, hotel 
7 Labourers, undefined 
8 Mixed conditions 
9 At home 
X Not classifiable 

15-19 3; 20-29 4; 30-39 5; 
40 or more 6; no duration and no 
other occupation stated 7; no 
duration but another occupation 
mentioned 8; no occupations stated X. 

Lnternational code 
Duration I 0-6 as for last 

7 occupation stated but no 
duration 

X no previous occupation 
stated 

International groups included 

40-44, 60, 61, 65, 66, 68, 96, xo ... --
50-59. 79, 88 
63. 70, 73. 81, 82, 94, 95 
62, 64, 83, 87 
71, 72, 74-77 J 80 J 84-86 ' 
00-02, 05, 06, 08-0Y, 10~ ll, 26-29, 

67, 93, Xl 
30-33. 92 
89 
03, 04, 07, 69, 78, 90, 97-99, X8 
91. X2 

International Standard Classification of Occupations 
(Approved by the Ninth International Conference of Labo11r Statisticians, 

Geneva, 1957) 

l\1ajor Group 0 .· Professional, Technical and Relat~d Workers 
--~------~----------
0-0 Archite~ts, Engineers, and Surveyors 
0-l Chemists, Physicists, Geologists and other Physical Scientists 
0-2 Biologists, Veterinarians, Agronomists, and Related Scien,ti~ts 
0-3 Physicians, Surgeons and Dentists 
0-4 Nurses and Midwives 
0-5 Professional Medical Workers NEC and Medical Technicians 
0-6 Teacher-s 
0-7 Clergy and Related Members of Religious Orders 
0-8 J·urists 
0-9 J'~rtists, Writers and Related Workers 
0-X Draughtsmen and Science and Engineering Technicians NEC 
0-Y Other Profess::i.onal, Technical and Related Workers 



Major Group l. Administrative, Executive and Managerial Workers 

l-0 Administrators arid ·Executive Officials; Government--
1-1 Directors, Managers and Working Proprietors 

Major Group 2. Clerical Workers 

2-0 Book-keepers and Cashiers 
2-1 Stenographers and Typists 
2-9 Other Clerical Workers 

Major Group 3. Sales Workers 

3-0 Working Proprietors, Wholesale and Retail Trade 
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3-1 Insurance and Real-Estate Salesmen, Salesmen of Securities and Services, and 
Auctioneers 

3-2 Commercial Travellers and Manufacturers' Agents 
3-3 Salesmen, Shop Assistants, and Related Workers 

Major Group 4. Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters, Loggers and Related Workers 

4-0 Farmers and Farm Managers 
4-1 Farm Workers NEC 
4-2 Hunters and Related Workers 
4-3 Fishermen and Related Workers 
4-4 Loggers and other Forestry Workers 

Major Group 5. Miners, Quarrymen and Related Workers 

5-0 Miners and Quarrymen 
5-l Well Drillers and Related Workers 
5-2 Mineral Treaters 
5-9 Miners, Quarrymen and Related Workers, NEC 

Major Group 6. Workers in Transport and Communication Occupations 

6-0 Deck Officers, Engineer Officers, and Pilots, Ship 
6-1 Deck and Engine-Room Ratings (Ship), Barge Crews and Boatmen 
6-2 Aircraft Pilots, Navigators and Flight Engineers 
6-3 Drivers and Firemen, Railway Engine 
6-4 Drivers, Road Transport 
6-5 Conductors and Brakemen, Railway 
6-6 Inspectors, Supervisors, Traffic Controllers and Despatchers, Transport . _ 
6-7 Telephone, Telegraph, and Related Telecommunication Operators 
6-8 Postmen and Messengers 
6-9 Workers in Transport and Communication Occupations NEC 
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Major Group 7/8. Craftsmen, Production-Process Workers, and Labourers NEC 

7-0 Spinners, Weavers, Knitters, Dyers and Related Workers 
7-1 Tailors, Cutters, Furriers and Related Workers 
7-2 Leather Cutters, Lasters, and Sewers (except Gloves and Garments) and Related 

Workers 
7-3 Furnacemen. Drawers, Rollers, Moulders and Related Metal Making and Treating 

Workers 
7-4 Precision-Instrument Makers, Watchmakers, Jewelle~s and Related Workers 
7-5 Toolmakers, Machinists, Plumbers, Welders, Platers and Related Workers 
7-6 Electricians and Related Electrical and Electronics Workers 
7-7 Carpenters, Joiners, Cabinet Makers, Coopers and Related Workers 
7-8 Painters and Paperhangers 
7-9 Bricklayers, Plasterers, and Construction Workers, NEC 
8-0 Compositors, Pressmen, Engravers, Bookbinders and Related Workers 
8-1 Potters, Kilnmen, Glass and Clay Formers and Related Workers 
8-2 Millers, Bakers, Brewmasters and Related Food and Beverage Workers 
8-3 Chemical and Related Process Workers 
8-4 Tobacco Prep~rers and Tobacco-Product Makers 
8-5 Craftsmen and Production-Process Workers NEC 
8-6 Packers, Labellers and Related Workers 
8-7 Stationary-Engine and Excavating and Lifting Equipment Operators and Related 

Workers 
8-8 Longshoremen and Related Freight Handlers 
8-9 Labourers NEC 

Major Group 9. Service, Sport and Recreation Workers 

9-0 Fire Fighters, Policemen, Guards and Related Workers 
9-1 Housekeepers, Cooks, Maids and Related Workers 
9-2 Waiters, Bartenders and Related Workers 
9-3 Building Caretakers, Cleaners and Related Workers 
9-4 Barbers, Hairdressers, Beauticians and Related Workers 
9 -·5 Launderers, Dry Cleaners and Pressers 
9-6 Athletes, Sportsmen and Related Workers 
9-7 Photographers and Related Camera Operators 
9-8 Embalmers and Undertakers 
9-9 Service, Sport and Recreation Workers NEC 

Additional categories (not in international list) 

X-0 Army, Navy, Air Force, Defence Services 
X-1 Students 
X-2 Housewives 
X-8 No definite occupation or retired (including no entry after age 65) 
X-X No information about occupations, or unclassifiable 



Instructions to Coders of Questionnaires 

Tobacco coding 
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1. If "now" and "in past" are underlined, deduct the number of years of non-smoking 
from the difference between present age and starting age, and code 1, 2, 3 or 4. 

2. If "now" only is underlined, deduct starting age from present age and code l, 2, 
3 or 4. 

3· If 11in past" only is underlined, deduct starting age from stopping age and code 
5, 6 or 7 if difference between stopping and present age is less than 5 years, 
or 8 or 9 if that difference is 5 or more. 

4. If starting age is unstated assume it to be 18. 

Residence coding 

1. Unless otherwise indicated assume that Dublin or Belfast residence was the last. 

2. If a duration is unstated, assume it to be the remainder of life (i.e. deduct 
total durations elsewhere from age). 

3. Enter on schedule at foot of residence section the 3-figure code for A-B-C. 

4. If a town of less than 100 000 population is contiguous with an A town (e.g. Dun 
Laughaire with Dublin) code it as A, and similarly if several towns with less 
than lOO 000 form a conurbation of 100 000 or more. 

5. Classify "armed forces" or "army" as B. 

Occupation coding (by International Standard Classification) 

1. Enter occupation code between "industry" and "occupation",~ (last) or P (other 
of longest duration) in left margin, and number of years' duration in right 
margin. 

2. Deduct 18 from age (or duration) if a single occupation with no period or "all 
adult life" is stated. 

3. "Retired" - if age is not stated, assume 65. 

4. If duration cannot be deduced when more than one occupation is given, code it 
as 1. 

5. Occupations in the same category of the International Classification should be 
combined and the total duration assigned. 
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6. If 3 or more occupations are given. L is the last one, and P the one of longest 
duration remaining; or if durations are unstated, P is the most recent occupa
tion before the last. 

~(. If 11 housewife 11 and another occupation are stated with separate periods, assume 
the former to be L whatever the order of entry. 

8. Enter on schedule the international code followed by duration code for last 
(L or sole) occupation, then a stop and then the same for previous (P") occupa
tion (entering XXX if no P). Beneath these enter environmental code for L 
followed by the same for P (entering X if no P). 



METHOD OF COMPUTATION OF SMOKING, RESIDENCE 
AND OCCUPATIONAL HISTORIES FROM THE POPULATION SAMPLES 

Dl. CIGARETTE. SM0KING 
(with or without pipe or cigars) · · 
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:Q.1:. ty ___ ~·- .. ~-·· ................. - - Sex -.-•••••• -.-. •••••.. -. -.;.; Age-group ............... 
' 

Duration of smoking No. of cigarettes Average nuinber Totals smoked .per day Total !of cigarettes .since Code . No •. Qf Central .. ·-·-. . ·Cede - -No. ·of ~igs. Hurid.: .. birth ~ain Supp. years value 0123456789X pers<??.~ per Per Per reds (fluti.d;.; 
- --- - -- - ... - - - .. Central ri:urribers day fday year since 

0 3 7 J2 17 ~127 .}2 37lJ2 birth 
reds) -

(a) (b) (c) I{ d) (el (f) (g) 

0 - 0 ·-. 

1 -5 3 
2 5-14 10 
3 15-24 20 -- - -. ··-·-·---. ... ... ·--
4 2 25-34 '30 
4 3 35-44 40 
4 4 45-54 50 i 4 5 55-64 6o 

' 4 6 65+ 70 
5 -5 3 
6 5-14 10 
7 1 15-24 20 .. 

7 ... '"2 . 25-34 30 
7 3· 35-1+4 40 

.. 

~ 

7 4 45-54 50 
7 5 55-64 6o 
7 6 65+ 70 
s. - ·-- -- ·-5 .. -'3 --·-

9 0 5-14 10 

9 1 15-24 20 
·9-- ·2- 25-)4 30 
9 3 35-44 4o 
9 4 45-54 ... 50 
9 5 55-64 60 

6 65+ .... .. .. 
9 - 70 
X - -

1-9 Any -
0-9 Any -

Total now smok~ng cigarettes (1-4) ••••. 
Total who had ever smoked cigarettes (1-9) 

Per cent. of all persons (0-9) .•••• 
Per cent. of all persons (0-9) 

Notes: (b) Total of frequencies with known number of cigarettes (codes 0-9); 
(o) Sum of products of frequency with central number of cigarettes; (d) Number in (c) 
divided by persons in (b); (e) 365 times (d); (f) Express to nearest hundred, viz. 
(a) times (e) divided by 100; (g) Express to nearest hundred, viz. (b) times (f). 

(Tables as above tor Dublin Males, Dublin Females, Belfast Males, Belfast Females, in 
age-groups 22-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74) 
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City ................... . 

Duration of residence 

Code No.of Central 
~ain Supp. years value 

0 -3 1 

1 3-9 6 
2 10-19 14 
). 20-29 24 
4 ~-39 34 
5 0 40-49 '44 
5 1 50-59 54 
5 2 60+ 64 

6 3-9 6 
7 10-19 14 
8 20-29 24 
9 5 30-39 34 
9 6 40-49 44 
9 7 50-59 54 
9 8 6o+ 64 

X 

1-5 3+ 
6-9 3+ 
0-9 Any 

Average number of 
years per person 

Total years in A+B+C 
Per cent. in C ..••. 

D2. RESIDENCE HISTORY 

Sex Age-group ••••••••••••••••• 

A. Towns of lOO 000+ B. Towns of 5000- c. Places of 
under.5ooo 

No.of Aggre- Persons No .• of Aggre- Persons No.of Aggre- Persons 
per- gate perJDOO per- gate perJDOO per- gate per DOO 
sons years of 0-9 sons years of 0-9 sons years of 0-9 

--·-

Last Other All Last Other All Last Other All 
1-5 6-9 0-9 1-5 6-9 0-9 1-5 6-9 0-9 

Per cent. in A ···~· Per cent. in B ••••• 

(Tables as above for Dubli11 Males, Dublin Females, Belfast Males, Belfast Females, in 
age-groups 22-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74) 



D). ~AL 'HISTORY 

City ................... . Sex 

Last occupation Previous occupation 

Environmental Code of duration Code of duration 
group code 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Central no. of years Central no. of years 
3 7 12 17 24 34 44 3 7 12 17 24 34 44 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

0-1 

2-3 

5-6 

0-9 

X 

-
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Age-group ••.•.••••.•••••. 

Per lOOQ 
No. of 

Aggregate of total no. of 
persons years in years 

0-9 

~ 

(Tables as above for Dublin Males, Dublin Females, Belfast Males, Belfast Females, in 
age-groups 22-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65-74) 



~ 

.. -

' 

BELFAST I 
I 

I I 
I 

I 

I Non-smokers of cigarettes 
i I 

Smokers of c~garettes l 
I 

l By (r;,ess than 10 
number ( io-19. · ·· 
per (20-29 
day (30 or more 

By (Less than 15 
years (15-24 

•' of (25-34 
smoking (35.or more 

Totals 
I 

DUBLIN 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 
Smokers of cigarettes 

By (Less than 10 
number ( 10'-19 ... 

per (20-29 
day (30 or more 

By (Less than 15 
years (15~24 
of (25-34 
smoking (35 or more 

Totals 

DETAilS OF CIGARETTE" SMOKING (CONDENSED_ fRO.M THE COMPLETE TABULATIONS MADE IN THE FORM OF APPENDIX D1) 

El . CIGARLIT'l'E .sr~OKINC HISTotnES .l\T AGES ~)5 -41J 

Malec Females 

Number i'Tho smoked Total cigaratt~s 
Number who smoked 

Past but not now 
. I Past but not now 

Total Total 
men Now Number of y12ars Ever v:omec Now Numbt::r of years 

since st0ppcu ?81~ J.'J.y 
( tbvusand:3) since stopped 

<5 5+ -<5 5+ 

' 

I 
53 I - - - .. - 173 I 

222 195 13 14 189 I 171 I 5 13 I 

I 20 15 2 -:z, '77. 65 8 _./ 1../ - - ·-

101 94 1 0 88 So 4 4 
61 I 51 7 3 21 20 - l 
40 ! 40 -· .. 7 i 6 l -I 

28 I 19 2 7 Li86 l 547 ~l4 i 31 2 ' ll 
I 

137 I 123 7 7 2 71+) ::::o 070 113 I 108 j 2 
56 

I 
52 4 1 26;: l) 8?/2 ... .., )2 - .)C.. - -

l 1 - - 12 lT; -· - - -
275 i 222 4 510 )') ();2!+ 3iJ2 

I 
... 

189 
i 

I I I 
i .. 
I 

I 
I 

48 I 161 
I 

- - - .. - ' ! 

225 206 ll g 201 
I 

133 I i . i 3 15 

27 ! 26 l 53 I 1+8 ' 5 I - i 
..,. I 

88 I 82 I 4 2 95 I 87 2 6 
70 62 I 4 4 Lj 1 i 39 2 

I I -I 
40 I 36 3 l 12 i 9 1 2 

I I 
26 I 10 8 8 li9<?· 2 654 47 i 32 3 12 

140 I 137 3 - 2 772 20 6!+0 128 125 . - 3 
56 

' 
56 - - l 219 13 349 26 26 - -

3 I 3 - - l~G 752 - - - -

273 225 1+ 555 
i 

37 39:i 362 201 

I 
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.. 

Total cigarettes 

Ev0r Per day (thousands) 

494 l 461 
l )65 9 966 

lf)f> 4 993 
: - -

2 315 16 420 

567 1 935 
l 805 12 925 

458 5 017 
- -

2 830 19 877 

I 
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BELFAST 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 
Smokers of cigarettes 

By (Less than 10 
number (10-19 
per (20-29 
day (30 or more 

By (L€ss than 15 
years (15-24 
of (25-34 
smoking (35 or more 

Totals 

DUBLIN 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 
Smokers of cigarettes 

By (Less than 10 
nwnber (10-19 
per (20-29 

·day (30 or more 

By (Less than 15 
years (15-24 
of (25-34 
smoking (35 or more 

Totals 

Total 
men Now 

38 
244 203 

22 18 
79 69 
97 80 
46 36 

7 -
31 13 

117 107 
89 83 

282 

37 
226 204 

18 17 
8o 74 
73 68 
55 45 

11 6 
22 13 

130 122 
63 63 

263 

E2. CIGARETTE SMOKING HISTORIES AT AGES 45-54 

Males 

Number who smoked 

Past but not now 
Total cigarettes 

Total 
Number of years Ever women 

since stopped Per day (thousands) 
<:::5 5+ 

l9lf 
15 26 140 

l 3 47 
3 7 66 
5 12 20 
6 4 7 

l 6 104 295 28 
3 15 627 4 577 37 
6 4 2 414 26 434 60 
r::: l l 998 29 809 15 _) 

244 5 1lf3 62 115 33l1-

I 
156 

6 16 183 

- 1 42 
2 4 102 
1 4 29 
3 7 10 

- 5 222 711 27 
- 9 464 3411 37 
6 2 2 810 29 21'7 102 
- - 1 381 20 493 l7 

226 4 877 53 892 339 

Females 

Number who smoked 

Past but not now 
Total cigar€ttes 

Now Nwnber of years Ever 
since :::;topped Per day (thousands) 

.::::::-5 5+ 

126 4 10 

40 2 5 
61 l 4 
19 l -
6 - 1 

22 l 5 245 716 
3ll l 2 497 3 628 
57 l 2 824 9 023 
13 1 l 251 3 685 I 

140 l 817 17 052 
I 

I 

164 8 ll 

40 - 2 
91 2 9 
25 4 -
8 2 -

20 l 6 288 956 
29 4 4 521 3 804 
99 2 1 1 467 I 16 063 
16 1 - 320 4 673 

I 183 2 596 25 496 I 



E3. CIGARETI'E ·sri!OKING HISTORIES AT AGES 55-64 

Males 

'·- ... Number who smoked 
Total cigarettes 

Total Past but not now Total 
men Now Number of years women 

since stopped Per day 
Ever 

<5 5+ 
(thousands) 

BELFAST 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 32 229 
Smokers of cigarettes 189 148 8 33 r(6 

By (~ss than 10 19 13 2 lj. 35 
number ( 10-19 so 63 l 16 29 
per (20-29 62 49 - 13 7 
day (30 or more 28 21 lf 3 5 

By (Less than 15 14 2 - 12 268 723 12 
years (15-24 13 2 -· ll 206 1 507 27 
of (25-34·. 18 7 2 9 361 3 953 13 
smoking (35 or more 144 137 6 1 2 763 11.1+ 777 24 

Totals 221 189 3 598 50 960 305 

DUBLTIJ 

Non-smokers of. cigarettes 31 138 
Smokers of cigarettes 202 170 9 

I 

95 23 

By (Less than 10 17 16 - 1 23 
number ( 10-19 79 68 4 7 38 
per (20-29 72 59 4 9 23 
day (30 or more 34 27 1 '6 11 

By Ctess than 15 lO l l 8 210 705 12 
years ( 15-24 4 2 - 2 108 788 16 
of - {25-34 16 9 1 6 347 3 805 17 
smoking (35 or more 172 158 7 7 3 lf44 55 078 50 

Totals - .. 233 202 4 109 60 376 233 

Females 
-· 

Number who smoked 

Past but not now 
Now Number of years 

since stopped 

-.:::::::5 5+ 

6-2 5 9 

30 2 3 
25 2 2 
5 - 2 
2 1 2 

9 - 3 
21 1 5 
10 2 1 
22 2 .. 

76 

84 5 6 

18 2 "" _./ 

36 1 , 
-'-

22 - l 

8 2 1 

9 2 1 
13 j_ 2 
13 1 3 

. 1+9 1 -

I 95 
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I 

Total cigarettes 
I 

1 
Per day 

Ever 
(thousands). 

I 

' 
! 

' 

I 

108 269 
274 2 037 
168 1 841 
277 4 233 

i 

827 8 380 

I 
I 

I 

' 

I 

124 422 
226 l 649 
286 3 132 ., 
907 13 656 .. 

1 543 18 859. I 

I I 
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BELFAST 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 
Smokers of cigarettes 

By (Less than 10 
number (10-19 
per (20-29 
day (30 or more : 

By (Less than 15 
years ( 15-24 
of (25-34 
smoking (35 or more 

Totals 

DUBLIN 

Non-smokers of cigarettes 
Smokers of cigarettes 

By (Less than 10 
number (10-19 
per (20-29 
day (30 or more 

By (Less than 15 
years (15-24 
of (25-34 
smoking (35 or more 

Totals 

Total 
men Now 

40 
95 63 

18 14 
42 32 
16 9 
19 8 

6 -
5 1 
4 l 

80 61 

135 

38 
88 71 

17 14 
27 25 
30 23 
14 9 

3 -
1 -
6 2 

78 69 

126 

E4. CIGARETTE SIVIOKING HISTORIES AT AGES 65-7~ 

Males 

Number who smoked 
Total cigarettes 

Past but not now Total 

Number of years women 

since stopped Per day Ever 

<5 5+ 
(thousands) 

156 
9 23 30 

l 7, 16 ../ 

3 7 I 8 I 
2 5 ! 4 
3 8 2 

- 6 127 551 "" ./ 

- 4 120 876 7 
- 3 68 745 5 
9 10 l lJ.99 28 772 13 

95 l 814 30 944 186 

I 104 
4 13 42 

.. 3 15 
- 2 21 
l 6 Lf 

3 2 2 

- 3 42 83 6 
- 1 3 22 9 
- 4 132 l 446 7 
4 5 l l.f82 27 613 20 

88 l 659 29 164 1!+6 

Females 

Number who smoked 
Total cigarettes 

Past but not now - · 

Now Number of years 
since stopped Per day Ever 

~s 5+ 
(thousands) 

22 4 4 

11 4 1 .. 
7 - l 
3 - 1 
1 .. 1 

3 1 1 51 l 350 I 

6 - l 86 6 158 
4 - l 56 6 070 . 
9 3 1 188 28 926 

30 381 42 504 
I 

I 
' I 

I 

I 

33 4 5 I 

14 - 1 
16 2 3 
3 1 -
- 1 1 

4 .. 2 102 372 
7 .. 2 88 642 
6 - 1 65 712 

16 4 - 218 4 753 

l.f2 473 6 479 
-- -· 
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RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF SMOKE AND POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS 

(Provided by the Air Pollution Unit of the Medical Research Council, 
St Sa:r:thol9mew's Hospital, London, Eel) 

Abbreviations- used in table·s . 

Note: .The numbering of sites used here and throughout this study differs from the 
original numbering in each city. Details of the sites are given in 
Appendix G. 

B = Belfast 

D = Dublin 

B.l = Ravenscroft Avenue 

B.2 = Montcollyer Street 

B.3 = Glenwood 

B.4 = Ulsterville 

B.5 = City Hall 

D.l = Dorset Street 

D.2 = Tara Street 

D.3 = Rathmines 

D. 4 = Crumlin 

D.S = IUllester 

S = Summer, May to October in this study 

W = Winter, November to April 

Y = Year, May 1961 to April 1962 

1:2BP = 1:2-benzpyrene 

COR = Coronene 

1:12Bp = 1:12-benzperylene 

3:4BP = 3:4-benzpyrene 
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Site 

B.l 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

Mean 

D.l 

D.2 

D.) 

D.4 

D.5 

Mean 

* 

- . : _, __ . _; " \.- -. ' . ; . 

TABLE Fl. . . SEASONAL AND YEARLY MEAN CONCENTRATIONS OF SMOKE 
(WEIGHED SAMPLEs) IN BELFAST AND DUBLm, 1961/62 

Mean concentration, ~m3 
-

* Aggregate basis Monthly basis 

s w y s w 

92 202 148 99 198 

86 173 131 85 174 

84 199 122 81 196 

70 119 93 70 117 

58 149 102 58 146 

78 168 119 79 166 

52 170 lo6 52 172 

49 117 82 50 113 

35 113 71 35 105 

35 100 70 35 99 

20 66 43 20 65 

38 113 74 38 111 

--
-

y 

148 

130 

138 

94 

102 

122 

112 

82 

70 

67 

42 

75 

Included as link with other studies where samples not obtainable on monthly 
basis: most figures similar to those on right. 



Site 

B.l 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

Mean 

D.1 

D.2 

D.3 

D.4 

D.5 

Mean 

* 
** 

TABLE F2. CONCENTRATION OF POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS 
IN BElFAST AND DUBLIN~. SUMMER 1961 

Concentration, ~J,s/100m3 air Amount, 1-1-g/ g smoke .. 

l:-2BP COR 1:12Bp 3:4BP 1:2BP COR . 1:12Bp 

1.2 . 0.3 1.2 1.2 -120 30 130 

1.2 0.2 1.4 1.4 140 30 170 

0.9 0.2 0.7 0.6. 100 20 8o 

1.0 0.2 1.1 0.9 140 40 150 

0.7 0.2 0.8 0.5 120 30 140 

1.0 0.2 1.0 0.9 120 30 130 

0.5 0.3 0.6 0.5 lOO 60 120 

0.5 0.3 0.6 0.3 90 70. 120 

0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 70 40 90 

0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1. 60 20 70 
** 8o 60o** 0.2 1.2 0.2 0.1 90 

0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 80 50 lOO 

Quoted to nearest IJ&'g. -

Believed to be spurious result, not included in mean. 
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* 

3:4BP 

130 

170 

60 

130 

8o 

110 

lOO 

60 

lOO 

30 

60 

70 
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.. ---· 

-Site ... 

B.1 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 
. ,., 

Mean 

D.1 

D.2 

D.3 

D.4 

D.5 
. .. . . . 

Mean 

. . ' -~ 
\ . 

1 ....... 

TABLE F3. CONCENTRATION OF POLYCYCLIC HYDROCARBONS 
. · . · · · · · · · m ·BELFAST AND DUBLIN, WINTER 196'!/62 

-- .... , .. .. 

~ioo~-' air 
.. ...... • • . '11" 

Concentration, Amount, ~g smo~e 

1:2BP 
.. 

1:12Bp 3:4BP 
" . ~ - . 

COR 1:2BP COR 1:12Bp 

3.8 0.6 3-3 6.2 185· 30 160' 

3-5 0.7 3.6 5.1 202· 40 210 

4.1 0.9 4.3 6.6 205· 45 220" 

2.5 0.6 2.7 4.1 215 50· 225 

2.6 0.6 2.9 3-3 J75 40 195. 
.. .. 

3·3 0.7 3-4 5.1 195 40 200 

2.4 0.8 2.5 3.2 14o 45 150" 

2.1 0.8 2.5 2.6 18o· 70• 220• 

1.9 0.5 2.0 2.5 165. 45. 180· 

1.4 0.5 2.1 2.0 135 45· 205 

1.0 0.3 0.9 l.Q 155 40 130. 

1.8 0.6 2.0 2.3 155 50 180 

* Quoted to nearest 5 ~g. 

3:4BP 

305 

295 

330 

345 

220 
. ' -~ 

300 

190 

225 

220 

200 

150 
.. ... 

200 



I 
i 

Site 

B.l 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

Mean 

D.l 

D.2 

D.3 

D.4 

D.5 

Mean 
i 

* 

TABLE F4. COOCENTRATION OF POLYCYCLIC HYDROCAROONS 
m BELFAST AND Dt.lBLD'l, YEAR 1961/62 

IJY'l~ air 
' 

Concentration, i Amount, ~g/g smoke 

1:2BP COR 
I 

l:_l2Bp 3:4BP 1:2BP COR l:l2Bp 

2.5 0.5 2.4 3·7 168 31 153 

2.4 0.5 2.6 3.3 180 37 196 
. ' 

2.5 0.5 2.5 3.6 158 34 154 

1.7 0.4 1.8 2.4 185 43 197 

1.6 0.4 1.8 1.8 158 34 lBo 

2.1 0.5 2.2 3-0 170 36 176 

1.4 0.5 1.5 1.8 129 49 135 

1.2 0.6 1.5 1.4 152 72 186 

1.0 0.3 1.1 1.3 141 42 156 

o.8 0.3 1.2 1.1 120 ?8 176 

** ** 0.6 - 0.5 0.5 134 - 120 

1.0 0.4 1.2 1.2 135 50 155 
I I 
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* 

3:4BP 

253 

253 

211 

254 

179 

230 

165 

174 

189 

159 

125 

162 

Calculated from total weights of hydrocarbon and smoke over the year and 
quoted to nearest ~g. 

** Not available. 
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s utnmer 

I inter 

~~"'~r· y 

atio 

.. 

~~ inter/Summer 

TABLE F5. 

City 

B 

D 

B 

D 

B 

D 

B 

D 

* i"J t~6ard Deviation B 

D ' i 

le 'oefficient .. B 
·ariation 

D ler cent.* I! 

.. 

CONCENTRATION OF SMOKE AND HIDROCAREONS 
IN BELFAST AND. DUBLIN~ 1961/62 

GENERAL 8-tJP.lMARY · OF-- RESULTS -

" 

i -· .. 
Hych:ocarbons) ~iocm3 Smoke 

I 
? .. 

~m- 1;2BP COR l:12Bp 3:4BP 

79 1.0 1- 0.2 l.O ·0.9 

38 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 

166 3-3 0.7 3-4 5.1 

111 1.8 0.6 2.0 2.) 

122 2- J. 0.5 2.2. 3.0 

75 1.0 0.4 +-2 1.2 

2.1 3-3 3-5 3-4 5-7 

2.9 6.0 3-0 5.0 7-7 

23 0.45 0.05 O.?f9 0.83 

25 0.'>2 0.13 0.41 0.48 

. .. , ....... 19- .. 21 10 18 28 

33 32 31 34 40 

I 
Between sites) within each city 

~~~--l Ratio 

COR/3:4BP I 

0.22 l 
0.67 

0.14 

0.26 

0.17 

0-33 

-
-

-

-
-.. -· ·-

-



Site 

B.l 

B.2 

B.3 
B.4 

B.5 

Mean 

D.l 

D.2 

D.3 

D.4 

D.5 

Mean 

* 

May 

116 

94 

141 

106 

78 

107 

69 

60 

55 

42 

25 

50 

TABLE F6. MONTHLY CONCENTRATIONS OF SMOKE 
IN BELFAST. AND DUBLIN, SUMMER 1961 

(WEIGHED SAMPLES) 

Concentration of smoke, IJ&"m3 

June July August September 

64 60 68 110 

54 37 55 88 

56 45 48 75 

51 54 44 87 

37 35 41 69 

52 46 51 86 

18 49 35 59 

32 35 35 67 

18 21 17 36 
17 22 s* 30 

2 10 12 34 

17 27 25 45 

Damaged: not included in mean. 
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October 

178 

184 

121 

76 

89 

130 

79 

70 

62 

62 

39 

62 
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Stte· 

B.1 

B.2 

I 
B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

r-~enn 
.. 

D.l 

Do2 

D.3 

D.4 

I D.5 

I Mean 

--

TABLE F7. MONTHLY CONCENTRATIONS OF SMOKE 
IN BELFAST AND DUBLIN, WINTER 1961/62 

(WEIGHED SAMPLES) 

Concentration of smoke, f.Lg/m3 
. ------ - --

November December January February 
-- . -. --

248 330 202 116 

175 261 274 107 

170 217 41* -
139 188 125 78 

159 251 176 76 
---;--

178 249 J.94 94 

131 216 139 96 

186 185 127 67 

105 248 41 73 

92 225 109 54 

70 107 86 42 

117 196 lOO 66 
--· -. 

Intake blocked: not included in mean. 

-K* 
Excessive dust from demolition ~ork nearby. 

. - ·- --·· . -- - . . . 

... -· .. -

March April 

178 116 I 
123 103 I 

275 120 

8o 91 

129 87 

157 103 

** 150 302 

72 38 

108 55 

53 60 

44 40 

85 99 
-· 



13.2 

B.5 

D.l 

"9.2 

B.5 

D.l 

* 

May 

129 

90 

94 

November 

408 

256 

157 

TABLE F8 . MON'l'HLY CONCEN'l'RJl.l'IONS OF SMOKE 
lN BELFAST AND DUBLIN, 1961/62 

(DAILY SMOKE FILTER) 

Smoke concentration, lJ&I'm-' 
~ . 

June July August September 

74 49 76 83 

73 57 79 91 

63 56 55 81 

December January February March 

560 38o 163 255 

316 272 134 178 

206 119 78 130 
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October . --
219 

165 

114 

April 

141 

89 

1"22 
·-

TABLE F9. COMPARISON BETWEEN RESULTS FROM WEIGHED SAMPLES (Wl'.) 
AND THOSE FROM DAILY SAMPLES ASSESSED BY REFLECTANCE (REFL.) 

IN BELFAST AND DUBLIN, 1961/62 

Concentration of smoke, ll€/m3 
Site Method 

s vl y 

B.2 Weight 85 174 130 
Refl. 105 318 212 
Refl./Wt. 1.2 1.8 1.6 

* B.5 Weight 58 146 102 
Ref1. 92 208 150 
Ref1./Wt. 1.6 L4 1.5 

Mean Refl./Wt. 1.4 1.6 1.5 

D.l Weight 52 172 112 
Refl. 77 135 106 
Refl./Wt. 1.5 0.8 0.9 

Daily sampler is at College Street, approximately 200 yards from other 
sampling site. 
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TABLE FlO. COMPARISON BE'l'WEEN ASH AND BENZPYRENE CONTENTS OF SMOKE 
IN BELFAST AN'D DUBLIN 

---
I 

I 
Site Ash 3:4EP 

% % 

ILl 3-1 0.025 

B.2 4.3 0.025 

B.3 7-5 0.021 

B.4 4.3 0.025 

B.5 4.2 0.018 

Mean 1~. 7 0.023 

* 0.016 D.l 22.0 

D.2 10.0 0.017 

D.3 6.9 0.019 

D.4 5.7 0.016 

D.5 8.8 0.012 

l Mean 7.8 0.016 

'* Affeated by demolition work nearby: not included in mean. 

' I ---, 
I 
1 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

____ __! 



DETAilS OF STIES WHERE All\ POLLUTION WAS MEASURED
1 

BElFAST 
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B .l Ra venscroft Avenue . InstrQ~ent in Corporation Electrical Depot with inlet 

10 feet from ground and 10 feet from road facing south-west. The immediate 

area is domestic of rather more than medium density and there is a rope works 

less than a quarter of a mile to the south-west. The site is l-3/4 miles 

east of the City Hall. 

B.2 ~~"".tcollyer Street. Instrument in waiting-room of Child Welfare Clinic with 

inlet 10 feet above garden at rear of building.r facing north-east towards 

playing fields with a small amount of domestic property intervening. On th-3 

south-west face of the same building a ~ormal daily volumetric instrument is 

mo..:i.ntained. A (1uarter of a mile to the east runs the north/south railway 

line to the docks, and beyond this line are the docks themselves. The site 

is l-l/2 miles north of the City Hall. 

B.3 Glenwood School. Instrument in domestic-science room with inlet 20 feet 

above school yard, facing east and 50 yards from road in medium density housing 

area. The site is l-l/4 miles north-west of the City Hall. 

B.4 Ulsterville School. Instrument in office with inlet 15 feet above school 

B.5 

yard, facing north-east and 20 yards from road in a medium density housing 

area with a railway line rQ~ing approximately north/south 250 yards to west. 

The site is l-l/4 miles south-west of the City Hall. 

City Hall. Instrument in small store-room with inlet 30 feet from ground 

overloa!nng·gardens and facing west, 50 yards from main road forming one side 

of a sq4are which is a circulating centre for traffic. The area is 

commercial, made up substantially of shops and offices. The City Hall is the 

centre of the town. 

1 Furnished by the Warren Spring Laboratory. 
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-DUBLIN 

D.l Dorset Street. Instrument in disused married quarters of fire station with 

inlet 15 feet above ground and overhanging main street and facing east. The 

area is mainly old domestic property with fairly high density. A daily 

smoke-measuring instrument was installed at the same point. The site is 

five-eighths of a mile north-west of O'Connell Street Bridge. 

D.2 Tara Street. Instrument in disused married quarters of fire station with 

inlet 15 feet above ground and overhanging street facing north. The area is 

one of old property with a high population density. · A cleared area across 

the road forms a small car park and there are traffic lights at a road 

junction 50 yards away: The site is less than a quarter of a mile east-south

east of O'Connell Street Bridge. 

D.3 Rathmines. Instrument in spare room of fire station with inlet 15 feet above 

D.4 

ground and overhanging entrance to station on main road facing east. The 

density of domestic population is medium to high, with a small amount of 

commercial buildings. The site is 1-5/8 miles south of O'Connell Street 

Bridge. 

Crumlin. Inst~ent in spare room of clinic with inlet 10 feet above ground, 

overhanging garden and 50 yards from roadway. Area is one of open development 

and clear ground surrounds the building. The site is 2-1/8 miles south-west 

of O'Connell Street Bridge. 

D.5 Killester. Instrument in top of water-tower of single-storey technical 

-· ·' ·college, with inlet 8 feet above roof and 20 feet above ground-level, facing 

west towards a railway less than 100 yards away but seldom used. The area 

is one of modern development and immediate surroundings are very open. The 

site is 2-3/4 miles north-east of O'Conneil Street Bridge. 
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" • . t~e P::'}e'::'s from each site were pooled, cut. into small pi:)ces 
E.Xtracted Ic::o threoe honrs w:::ch ~200 1.~-L C'f pur lficd cyclobe~_ar;e '.lsing e. so~cJ:!·?~:. 

apparatus. The e):t.n: .. ct \'J2.s then rlistil:l_eo_ a·c "'ttmcc:;pbe;:-::'_,~ pressure to Cl b.uk 
of about 50 rnl be:f'cro b9in,.s e'Ja;:Jora-:..ed ·(,o ::-.mall bulk bJ ~~Jeans cf a small 
electric bl0wcr <::t <<bvut :;ooc. 'l'he :;"educed oxt::oac::, v.r2~ -~_hen elther made n~"1 

to 5 or 10 ml wi i·.~J C)~r~l:::y,xa:.1e in 2. stand:1rd f-1.8 .• :~c or rcdu.2:::::d to abmlt 2 u:J 
and th·:_::; or a. 2-Dl aliquo c of the cxtrac i.;s in standard 1'l2sks tl"ansicrred J, .. o 
a.n alu..rnina colur:-'.::1. 'Ine act-u.i11 fract:i.on tD!(Gn for a!"la1y.~:i s cl.epsnded on the 
amount and. nature of th" cmolre extr-acted. The 2.P.10u.'1.t analysed was carefully 
controlled to r•cevont the e.lnr.1i112. colu;nn being saturc..tF_d ancl also t.o ensn::oe 
tha~ enoush me:ce1·ic'.l w2.s used. for an accurate determin1.tion. ':!:he alv'l1in~ 

(Peter 3pence lCCJ/200 mesh) wa.s dcr,.,-'-'ve:i·.cl by <:h<>::<:~ne; it v~ith 5 per cent._. 1·i/•'< 
of distilled Hater. 'rhis pr<Jpared material was mixed to a slur:"'y w-L t.h 
cyclohexa.r1e .:.nd poured into 2 .. glass chromatographic tube 0.5 inches wide to 
form a co1u'1lr1 of al:umina 3 i!l. long; a plug uf cyclohe;xanP washr.:::l gJa.sr; Hool 
WrlS used to suppo'::'':. the <:..huni_ne.. 'rhe chromatogra1-hic colun:n wa::: develo:r-ed 
with cyclohexane tr.roughout, an~ about thit'ty 2. 7 -ml fractions collected. 
Each of these v;as examined using a Bacl<_m.s.n D .K.2 spect::.:ophotometer accorcii::1g 
to a prevj_cusly r:m;):_::.shscl toc:!mjque (Commi!'.s_. 19532). P!'om thr; spect!'ol C::.ta. 
cb-Lainect. the a:no,_n~~s o:~· th':) follcw~_ng h;uj;_"·-'C"'.!'CO!lS were &ccurately detar;n;_ns.:: ~ 

3-:4 benzpyr.'n8, l~E benzl::aryl".:'ne < •• , J ~2 'b9n'C::>Yre1').'3, coronene •• 

Tl::e we.vel8r.::, ~-1s u::;e.:.l fo::.· de-J::erminatj on of aJ.l th0 hydrocarbons except 
coronene . . • have ·::eon r.ubl].shsd pro•::i.ot,sJ y. 'I'ne Havel.engths used fo~· 
coronene were :->36 .0- -::;.:~ ,0-:Y~? .0 r" :-·· . . . 

The techniques vsect. :L"or tna clcterr.r~!'l.at.ion of the b.ydroca!'bons quot'3.-:l in 
this pa:Jer a.{'e Gj f:.:';;:_:c~n.t frC'-n t~_o::e usect. previon~l.Y in o"'-~-·~l' .:.c.:.·vcys ( 8tor_~:~ . .:: cc 
Campbell, 1955; ConJ.Il~ns .• 195Gb). 'l'hz ;nc..in featFr'.JS of -che new method a:._1 e: 

(l) Use of ne.rr:::-~.- ba::.8 1iroes instead of wide bases fol" st,)zctL'al r:J.e+en,iir:.::ti0n 
of hydroc"'.:ebc-.ns; 'l:.hi.:,; :0.2.s l.l:e adv-e.ntago of reducing th8 i.nterfE-rence cat:;,;ed by 
other hydrocarbons nnd ·jnknown substances alzo p~esent. 

(2) Use of cycl0he.xa1Je only for <:lxtraction of hycl_rocarbons and th~ir r.:Jro:na-
tographic sE:pa.ration; -'-,h::.s elirnin?_tos transf ~re.ne;e losses from acetone 2..r-.d 
benzen~ to cJTcl.Jhaxane ~-:llution. 

(3) Spectral exa::1inaticn of each chromatographic fraction; prc.::viously 
spectral analysj_s was app:..ied to u'"'-'-""ed i:'ractions ::._,_.d this caused con .. ;idc' .J.ble 
errors due to the overle.pping of hydrocarbons. 
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( 4) Use of the large peak at 384.5 m 1-L for the determination of 3:4 benz·.'~'r _ 
where possible, and use of the small peak at 403.0 m[.~ in fractions contair.in~ 
1:12 benzperylene also. Previous techniques relied only on the use of: ·Le 
small peak for 3:4 benzpyrene; this produces errors due to the inte~ferGnce by 
background absorption ca"J.sed by 11: 12 benzfluora.nt.hene ( J.mowr. to be preser:·'J) 
and by some unknc.wn hydr·ocarbons . 11 


